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tJ01ces
Liberal Arts: The Humanities vs. Sciences Debate
by Karen Korn
As a liberal arts institution. Rollins is by dclinilion dedicated
lo I he overall process ol lcarning. and encourages. possibly even
insist upon. via lhc general education requircmcnl.s, interdisciplinary scholarship. Ideally under such auspices sludcnts
should feel free and welcome to explore academic interests outside their major !kids. and in facl should seek intellectual stimulation and expanse of their owq scholarship in such activity. Why
then is it the case that there exist two seemingly exclusive
disciplines within lhis institution: the sciences and lhe humanities?
Although there is much movement and academic exchan8e between lhe individual divisions of these disciplines (hislory.
philosophy. literature. ct. al.: biology. chemistry. physics. ct. al.).
tbere is virtually no interaction between lhe disciplines on the
undcr8raduale level. That is. humanities majors lend lo view the
Bush building as a Gothic stronghold for fascisitic alchemists: while
science majors see P/1.B and the rrench House as habitats of
fanatical idealougues and their sycophanls whose thoughts are so
litllc grounded in reality that they arc defying gravity in remaining
earlh-bound. And both perceive fulfillment of the interdisciplinary
requirements as opportunities for academic martyrdom. Why?
I do not believe it is due lo lhe diametrical opposition of the
two disciplines. Both arc approaches lo understandina and interpreting reality (albetl on different levels) by critical examination and evaluation of evenl.s or data toward a thoughtful condu. ton about their cause. elk:cl. and ignificance. As such. both
neccs arily involve I he leaching and development of the rntical
and analytical lhou1# ,ital to pursuing uch a course. as well as
the pcrfcclif18 ol Lhc communical1on skills needed lo convey one·s
conclusions lo one· peers. forthcrmorc. it is certainly fallacious
to attribute grcaler importance to the focus of eilhcr discipline
or lo deem lhc study of one exclusive of interest in the other.
II uch is the case. I again ask.: '«'hy lhere is such little exchange
between these l\ta djsc1plines?

I do not believe this is due to lack of interest on the part of
the students. I have spoken with many humanities majors who have
a .senuine interest in science and many science majors with the
same leanings toward the humanities. tlowever. in both cases. GPAinlimidalion was cited as the principal reason for not venturing
out.side one's own area of experise. ~uch an anti-liberal-arts attitude al a devoully acclaimed liberal arts inslitulion is. to say_
lhc least. disturbing. ls Oollins so concerned with lhc numerical
evaluation or its students· learning that il is in fact stunting their
inlclleclual growth? Al this point. many will 8Csture toward the
courses labelled "suitable for the non-major .. as offerin8 opportunity lor interdisciplinary study without fear of Brade retribution.
But. these courses tend lo be unsatisfyin8 in their lack of academic
ri80f and real interaction with lhe material. as well as somewhat
patronizingly presented lo that lowly sub-class. the non-majors.
(Not Lo mention that under a true liberal arts formal they should
not be necessary.)
I have presented all the aspects of this case as I can perceive
them: the conclusions these arguments lead to arc too horrifying
lo print. so I will leave their implications open for discussion.
I. therefore. encoura8e anyone who sees a solution to or negation of this naw in our liberal arts veneer lo submit his/her views
and interpretations of this ca e: I would. be relieved ifs mcone
~ould prove my criticisms unfounded .

To Our Readers

'

Dear [dilor.
Recently during Pledge Weck. I lound out that the Ph, Dell
pledges were nol allowed to speak lo women during the entire
week. My first ·react-ion was lo ask. what next after women . Jcus
and Blacks? But then I saw lhal it ua not a racial problem. but
one of social concern.
11·s nol as if Rollins doesn·t suffer enou8h already Imm a lack
ol communication bcl'«'een the sexes. Dating is almost nonex1i;lenl al Rollins. Many social organ1zal1ons do nol offer informal
interaction bet'«'·een men and women. but in fact pul pressure on
the individual to remain u·ith,n his/her own group.
. tlousing on campus reinforces lhis uncomfortable si tuation.
l°litudenls are scgregalcd according to sex. both in the large dormuh1ch divide noor/', between men and v.omcn. and in Greek h ~u ing. Currently. less than 10% of Rollins students experience a
true co-ed lt\'tn8 arran8emcnl.
Perhaps the Pht Dells did nol mean tl: but I and se\eral :it her
Ice! that their actions can only worsen the oetal s1lual1 n al Qoll111J,_
lhll•evcr lightly they mtendcd ti to be, their action d"tdcd the
exe ,nl oppo mg camps - s and Them. Women v.crc I rcalcd
like the enemy. Perhap1> tlm, beha\.tOr 11·a meant to crealc ltdan
ty lltlhtn the 8roup. but tn lacl 11 only cam,cd d,fficull itual1on
amon.s friend and prC\.ented man· lnendsh1p lrom even wrlmg
u~1dc their group.
I lhink. lhal there are more c n trucl1vc things that lhc plcdg
could have done_ [o me it seems lhal th1 parl1cular act1\.1ty
humiliated both the pledges and the u·omen they ignored. I'm certain that their ener&>7 could have been directed louards community
semcc. or al least something that doe.i, not unfairly tn8lc oul
one 8roup and damage rclat1onsh1ps 111thm the community.
l mccrely.
,\ Concerned Coed

When the Fourth Est.ale or the press was first conceived.
it wa. perceived as a necessary check on the 0th.er three
[st.ales (aristocracy. cler5.Y. and bour8eoisie). a 8ad0y lo
the accepted social and political orders. &ince that time
the press has de8enerat.ed into a dat.a sheel, or even worse
a mouth-piece ror those [st.ales or a social vulture feedin9
on I he misfortune of the people or a platform for advancing an indi,idual's ideas. We. the editor . want lo ne8ale
the \ahdily of these evaluali ns in regard to A D PUR.
,\s_an editorial board " intend lo t_rive lo give thi paper
back to the Rollin. community devoid of per anal bias. fal e
1bjecll\'llJ. bastardized articles. and non-pertinent reporting-. e ince ~·e arc acting a a group directing rce we
\\111 erve a- check. and balances lo each other·s work to
pre\'enl jaundicing
t~.'I. Dtl)Pl.lR into a format !or an indi\ldual'- rather than a community' expre-. i n. Although
\\Cd 1 not rntend lo maisk our personal \ie\Y. as pre enled
in any arlt le. neither d we intend lo exclude an_v di,ergcnl
, ic\\- 1..1r reprebenl any opint ~n a fact. forlhermorc. "4e
1--,udly n -L1urage campu. -\\·ide parlicipali0n in thi- paper
(pica- c . c ~ our call !or article ) and tn 1st up1...,,n 1t. concent raliL.,,n 1n is ues pert inenl lo il.s reader . Thi i sue
1f t .\~D ·PLQ ,_ only a prelude to~ hat \Y.'e hop--- l er ale:
a dynamic. intere~ling. entertaining. informative. and aboYe
all. thought-provoktnts [i rm ol ~Tillen ex pre - ion. a

rc

or

nev. paper.
the ed,lors

To our reader :
\l'e. the editorial board f Rollins· · A
extend a incere st.anding in,itat1 n lo our
mit art
~eel th y feel i inte

R . hereby
r ~ ub,1iiaddening. t
g. r generally nev.
h . ,"is the
cdito
Q. v.·e
·e the
c rrecl
pelling. punctuation. and
ch grammatic
:
h ever, unde
·
m
·1II ·e alter th
r

import or the
agreement

DUO.
can
c mmunity

de
Ul pre\'tOU ~i
. '
au
his/her ecl1.
tl r.
er:
lway keep th
mind.
rn
I and serve the Q lliM
upport and partic,pati n.
the edit r

Dear
ndspur.
I am glad lo sec that after 3 months of silence you are coming
out at last. With the exceptions of a few well- ritlen articles. the
.~ D. DUR has been deplorable. almost an embarrassment to
the community. I can't applaud enough your choice of an editorial
board over a 1nale editor.
I ure you arc going lo have a difficult time regatntn8 the favor
and support of the community after the .. por8es" that took place
recently. I kno that several people do not ISh lo have their
names ru.soc,ated 1th the paper. But I'm confident that lh1S ~oe
111 be your chance lo prove that the A 'D PUQ has been fully
..dc-dinoIZed" and can st.art anew.
Cofl8ralolaltoos aod Good Luck.
tYienne
queira

•

,

UOLC£1
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Rollins Divestiture

Have we done all we can?

bl Margaret O'Sullivan

By now we all know that Rollins College has investments in corporations that do business in South Africa. In the past few years
educational institutions across the nation have tried to deal with the
issue of their involvement with this nation. Some have chosen to take
no action, others have favored complete divestiture, while still others
have opted to keep funds only with those companies which are
signatories to the Sullivan Principles. Rollins has chosen the latter,
to remove investments from companies that have not agreed to comply with the Principles.
These guidelines, established by Reverend Leon Sullivan several
years ago, provide a code of conduct for the treatment of workers
in South Africa, and were originally intended to help bring about
a non-violent change in the apartheid system. The Sullivan Principles
. call for a non-segregated workplace, equal employment opportunities
and salary for all employees, an increase in training programs and
supervisory positions for non-whites, and improvement of the
employees' living conditions outside the workplace.
However, as Rollins Economics Professor Charles Rock noted in
his article "Why Rollins should fully divest" in the latest Alumni
Record, although a majority of American companies have signed the
Sullivan Principles, there have been few changes made in the apartheid system.
.It can be argued that this method of pressure on the government
of South Africa cannot be very effective in bringing about any real
change. But it can also be argued that we will never know how effective partial divestiture can be, since it is very difficult to determine
the effectiveness of compliance with the Sullivan Principles and in
fact if the companies are actually complying fully.
'
The Arthur D.. Little Company monitors the signatories, and
reports on their compliance. Little is not an independent organization, however. It is paid by the companies themselves to watch their
activities. This does not mean that Little investigates their activities:
The companies provide the information to the firm. When a research
firm funded by the tobacco industry announces that cigarette smoking has no definite link to cancer, how seriously do you believe it?
Without an independent organization to fairly monitor American
business ac~ivities in South Africa, we cannot be sure of total compliance with the Principles. Instead of a private firm a UN Com. .
'
m1ss10n shoul~ have been established to rate these companies,
although they w~uld be less willing to provide data to it.
·
Those who oppose total divestiture argue that although the rating
system could b~ biased and enforcement of compliance is difficult,
to completely divest from all companies will harm non-whites more
than the companies themselves. But a look at South Africa's system
of apartheid does not support this claim. Even if the loss of American
business puts an ec_o nomic hardship on the population, it may be
the only way to bring about a radical change.
Apartheid is not only a system of racial separation, but a method
of economic repression. It limits the free movement of blacks from
one area to another, forcing them to stay and work in one area. Every ·
non-white must carry an internal passport, which lists where he is
supposed to be. Anyone caught outside of his restricted area can be
arrested and punished.
87 percent of South Africa's territory is designated for whites, who
make up roughly 14 percent of the population. The remaining land
allocated to blacks and other racial groups is the least usable in the
country. The government has set up several "homelands" in these
barren areas, and forcibly relocated thousands of blacks to them.
Many of the residents of these so-called homelands live below both
poverty and starvation levels. The infant mortality rate iil r~ral South
Africa is 240 per 1,000. Compare this with the infant mortality rate
of white South Africans - 13 per 1,000. Between 30 and 50 percent
of African children will die before they reach the age of 5. Black men
are allowed to leave the homelands to seek work, but their families
must remain behind.
Laws exist to control every aspect of black South Africans' lives
providing a cheap, controllable labor force that is lucrative to both
national and foreign investors. While some cosmetic changes have
been made in apartheid, its stranglehold over the majority of the
population continues.

Hispanics Et Al

by Fidel Lopez-Criado
Recently in one of my classes, 1 asked my
s~uctents If_ they could imagine waking up one
fine morning to find that the entire world
spoke the same language, looked the same, ate
the same food, dressed the same, and did exactly the same things . .. day in and day out
forev~r. Further, I said, suppose there was only
one kind of look, one kind of food , one kind of
dress and of those things that we could do the
same, there was only one. Paradise? TWilight
zone? A clone's nirvana? The most common
response was: BORING!!
surely, variety is the spice of life; but more importantly, variety is the essence of life. This is certainly true of Hispanic Ute. we have Hispanics of
all _c~lours, shapes, sizes, religions, origins,
0011tIco-socio-economic backqrounds. etc. Yet.

The Sullivan Principles are positive guidelines designed to help
bring about an improvement in the lives of blacks in South Africa.
But is it prudent to base divestment on the compliance with the Principles when it is difficult to ·determine that compliance?
Still, the fact remains that Rollins has chosen to follow a course
of partial divestiture, at least for the time being. Something about
that decision disturbs me, though. Glancing at the list of Trustees
and Officers, I see that two members of the Board of Trustees are
executive officers of companies that have business dealings with South
Africa. Other members no doubt have personal financial interests
in these and other companies. Since these two companies are
signatories of the Sullivan Principles, they have not been affected
by Rollins partial divestiture.
I am not doubting the integrity of these individuals. At least Rollins
has examined its financial and moral responsibilities -and has chosen
to take some action regarding South Africa. But I cannot help
wondering if a completely fair decision was reached. Is there the
possibility that this decision can be changed if, after a certain amount
of time, there is no change in the apartheid system? If partial
divestiture pr:oves to be ineffective, will Rollins review the situation
and decide if more action needs to be taken? Can we say that Rollins
has_done all that it needs to do about its involvement in South Africa?

amazingly enough, we are all Hispanics. And
that's not all - we are also Hispanic Americans.
I g~ess this goes to prove that we can all be many
things at th_e s~me time. But this is true only as
long as we live m the U.S.A.; outside the U.S.A. we
become different from each other: cotombian
or Venezuelan or Puerto Rican, poor, rich, white
or b_lack, ~atholic or Jewish, etc. Why? Because
our IdentIty as Hispanics can only exist when we
are confronted and contrasted by a nonHispanic reality. That is, in order for us to be
ourselves we need to be different from others.
Please don't take offense with those of us that
do ~ot wish to dip our identities into the
melting pot. '!'J<j; a~e just as American as ·any
other person living in America - the continent
that is. we are as _much this or that as you are;
but we are also different. You might ask: "How
c~n you be American and Hispanic at the same
time? Are vou not, at best, half American and

half Hispanic?" The answer is NO. we·re both
100% both; just like you are 100% human and
100% male or female. For us to wish to retain
pro~ote, _an_d strengthen our cultural, spirituai
an~_ lingu1st1c heritage does not pre-empt our
ab1!1ty to assi~ilate, join and make ours that
which you claim as yours. we love differences·
w_e t~n~e a~d delight in contrasts. Yes, there is
dignity In difference - of whatever kind and
degree - ar:ict,. in our ayvareness, understanding
and apprec1at1on of difference, we find pride,
peace, and even freedom. If you are different
from u?, you are our kind of person and we
woutd like t? have you come and share your differ~nces with us at Latin American society of
R<?llIns College. contact Roberto Quinones. We're
different; aren't you?
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More Colleges Divest, And Seem To Profit Nicely
(CPS) - Selling stock in companies that do business in South Africa
may be the most profitable thing a co llege can do, thanks to the prolonged stock market rally of the last 18 months, various investment
brokers now say.
Perhaps coincidentally, an unprecedented number of colleges have
begun to sell their interests in the firms in recent weeks.
Trustees at Seattle, Swarthmore, Northeastern, Bates, Barnard,
Virginia, Amherst and lndiana, among dozens of others, have announced plans during the last few months to sell at least part of their
holdings in companies that do business in segregationist South Africa.
By contrast, only four schools divested their portfolios of such
holdings in I 984.
"If I were managing a sch_o ol portfolio, I would not expect to have
any problem" making divestiture profitable, says Frank LeCates of
Donaldson, Lufkin and Jenrette, a New York investment firm.
"It's a lot easier to move holdings when gains can be taken;' ads
Hooker O'Malley, asset manager -at United States Trust, an investment advisory firm based in New York.
There are many gains to be taken right now. Last week, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average - which measures stock market activity
- was at or around 1,800, a record, and some brokers predict it may
top 2,000 -by 1987.
.
Colleges, moreover, typically fill their stock portfolios with conservative investments in firms such as Coca Cola, General Electric,
3M, Monsanto and Rockwell, all of which do business in South
Africa.
Those stocks have gone up at least 20 percent since last fall, and
are near their all-time highs; making them highly profitable to sell,
various investment advisors say.
College officials, however, deny any profit motive in divesting now.
"The basic reasons are moral:' Seattle University spokesman Mark
Burnett maintains, echoing the sentiments of other educators. "I
~on't think because it's easier (to sell stock) is the motivating factor'. '

At orthea tern Univer ity in Ma achu ett , "the tru tee think
it is time to dive t:' explain President Kenneth G. Ryder.
In Arizona, ''the board felt the companies involved in South Africa
were doing social injury:' reports Jackie Schneider, an aide to the
board of regents that over ee Arizona State, Arizona and Northern
Arizona universities.
"Market considerations are a factor:' observes Richard Knight of
the American Committee on Africa, ·" but I don't think it' the real
reason'.'
Knight sees "what' happened on the campuses and what's happened in South Africa:' not Wall Street, as the major reason for the
rash of divestitures.
Seattle's Burnett does concede, however, that divesting will "be
done ca refully so as not to affect value'.'
"It was obvious we would not lose in selling the funds:' adds Jennus Burton, assistant vice president for business affairs at Arizona
State.
Many boards of trustees and regents have resisted elling certain
stocks in order to fulfill their "fiduciary responsibilities:' a legal principle which obligates them to manage their portfolios as profitably
as possible.
Trustees who buy and sell stocks for non-financial reasons, the
argument went, could be held personally liable for the loss.
But as anti-apartheid pressure has built on _c amp uses, as many as
80 schools have fully or partially sold stock in companies with South
African operations since 1981, the American Committe on Africa
reports.

Facing Terrorism,
Colleges Prune Back
Foreign Study Programs
1

(CPS) - Mern bers of the Yole Glee Club won't be singing in London, Stephens College fashion students won't
be touring France, and a group of U.S. college gymnasts won't be competing in Algeria as planned this
summer.
These and other students watched best-laid plans for
a summer abroad disappear this week in the fearful
aftermath of the bombing in Libya.
While students themselves say they' re willing to brave
the terrorist reprisals expected against Americans traveling and studying abroad, administrators have begun
canceling many foreign study programs to protect the
students from risk.
"I didn't want to worry the whole time; ' says Yale
Glee Club director Fenno Heath, who canceled the Yale
tour the day after the U.S. air strikes.
- Likewise, the U.S. Gymnastics Federation called off
a trip to meet Algerian gymnasts "for safety reosons;-'
says spokesman John Arends.
"It's a panic situation," says Sharon Schmidt, director of the Study Abroad program at St. John' s University in Minnesota. "Parents are calling concerned about
their children."
·
About 65 St. John's students are finishing courses in
London this week. But instead of enjoying the traditional
reward of a few weeks of post-program vacation in
Europe, most of the students will fly home after their
last exam.
·
Many administrators and parents now are advising
students overseas not to act too "American'.' Others
simply have ordered: "Corne home, now'.'
For their part, students seem less fearful of attack in
Europe or the Middle East, but are worried they won't
be welcome.
"The physical danger doesn't scare me;' says
Christina Korso, a pre-med student at Union College in

Schenectady, N .Y.

·

"But now;' adds Korso, who still plans to attend a
seminar in England this summer, "going to Londo,:, could
be very unwelcoming."
"I've been watching TV reports of tens of thousands
of people protesting (the U.S. bombing of Libya) in the
streets of England and Berlin. I have to wonder, do we
want to be social outcasts?"
lee Bowlin of Stephens College in Missouri also will
travel to London this summer, but not as part of a colge program.
Her school canceled both its traditional summer tour
of the foreign fashion industry and an African safari.
But I could get hit by a car right here in the states,"
1n, e senior, soys.
ven so, she concedes, her p~rents convinced her to
el plans to attend Prince Andrew's wedd:ng and
-'>111.-:IJnllas Cowboys exhibition game in England.
. y now consider such crowded events too risky,
~ly when many Americans are present.

W i-i:t-h-M bI♦

Drew Dougherty, Education Abroad Program director at the University of Madrid, recently gave U.S.
students in Spain a list of precautions.
"Avoid conspicuous places where (terrorist) attempts
could occur," Dougherty advised, listing places like "the
(military) base in Torrejon," discotheques favored by
U.S. citizens, restaurants known for their American
clientele, the airport, the U.S. Embassy, etc'.'
Other programs are trying to caution students without
discouraging their participation in cultural ex(:hanges.
William MacCormick of Col -Berkeley says sensitivity
to European customs and feelings will help students feel
safe and welcome.
While many first-time exchange students confess to
Korso, now a veteran traveler, that they have the jitters,
she gives them the same advice as MacCormick.
"They ask me, 'If people find out I'm American, what
are they going to do?::
.
"I tell them that I was treated cordiallv wherever I
went;' Korso says. "I made a lot of friends. My worst
concern is that Americans just don't understand what's
going on over there. I think we need more consideration of Europeans and how they feel."
Other programs have adopt~d new precautions .

•

"We've arranged for students to travel in smaller
groups," says Lynn Sanborn of the American Field Service, which _plans to continue its 39-year-old foreign
study program in 70 countries this year.
"We' re rerouting to avoid Athens and Rome airports,
and in some cases, we've arranged for students to
deboard planes out on the air field and get onto a bus
there rather than come into the airport;' Sanborn says.
AFS students now abroad "ore comfortable;' she
says, even in Middle Eastern countries such as Jordan,
Tunisia and Egypt.
"They've learned to speak the language, and they
live with local families, and so they don't stand out'.'
Most foreign-exchange advocates seem determined
to keep their programs afloat through the crisis.
"We need future ambassadors and business executives who aren't afraid to go to Third World countries;' MacCormick says. "Shor of students bemg in
towns under bombardment, these (exchange programs1
are acceptable risks, as J feel we need fo do our part
in international relations'.'
"I sincerely ope we continue o have ( oreign) programs;' Korso concludes. "If we allow this to stop us,
what won't?"
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Libyans on college campuses - A
reaction to the recent U.S. Bombing

"They (CSU's eight Libyans) are Ph.d.
s_tudent~ and are concerned about getting their research and their classwork

In Boulder, anti-war activists held a
candlelight vigil on campus and paraded to the downtown post office, exhorting people to withhold their taxes, due
that day, to protest the American
bombing.
And at the University of MissouriColumbia, both factions stood their
ground on the central pathway through
campus - much to the interest of television crews and onlookers in the nearby
library.
On the left, a Peace Network of
about 65 students carried pickets
reading "Stop Reagan's Terrorism" and
"In the name of democracy, stop the
bombing!'
And on the right, a smaller - but
more vocal - group of 15 "Students
for Biblical Government" carried an
American flag, sang "America the
Beautiful" and proclaimed their opposition to "liberal mind rot."
At least one Libyan graduate student
watched quietly from the side, says
soci·o logy student Carla Weitzel, a
friend of the graduate.
Weitzel, who demonstrated with the
Peace Network, says her Libyan friend
"doesn't believe in what Khadafy does
any more than I believe in what Reaga_n
does!' But the Libyan student fears
publicly airing his views "because ~e
knows he's being watched (by fellow
countrymen?:' Weitzel relates.
Unlike the 1979 hostage crisis, when
Iranian students had to report their
presence to authorities, Libyan students
can choose to keep to themselves. And
most have, says Charlene Schmalt, a
foreign student advisor .,at the University
of Michigan.
· . .· "I haven't seen one in about a year:' ·
she says of the three Libyans studying

done:.• ·Graham report~.

there.

(CPS) - "We have two, and they're
not talking to anyone;' is how a woman answered the phone at the University of
Colorado's International Student Center
last week.
The "two" they had were Libyan
students.
And by 3 p.m. on the day after the
American bombing of Libya, phoneweary staffers no longer bothered to
wait to be asked the question they'd
answered too many times that day: "Do
you have any Libyan students we can
talk to?"
Meanwhile at Miami-Dade Community
College, television camera ~rews prowled
the campus, and Miami Herald reporters stopped students to ask if they even
remotely knew a Libyan .
As the nation's press descended on
college campuses in search of the
Libyan students' perspective, its quarry
stayed out of sight and administrators
threw a protective blanket of confidentiality over the handful of Libyans still
studying here.
. Some Libyan students fear they're berng watched by fellow countrymen, their
American friends say.
Though none have complained of personal harassment, friends and advisors
say some Libyan students fear their
families could have been caught in the
bombing.
"They just want to keep a low profile;' says James Graham, director of
Foreign Student Advising at Colorado
State University, where a Libyan student
was shot in 1980 - allegedly by a hit
squad out to punish opponents of
Moammar Khadafy.

None of ~he Libyan students Graham
· knows has asked for help or securitr.
though they have asked that their ndmes
not be given out to anyone - · friend or

foe.

•

More visible, however, were American
studen!~ demonstrating their support or
oppos1t1on to the American military
attack.

0·

Counselors ~t the University of
Southern California also report they

haven't heard from any of their nine
Libyan students - four undergraduates
and five groduates - in several months.
I/But if they do call in:' says USC administratqr Debbie Hight, "we have a
list of reporters who would love to talk
to them!'

0

_ Any bills from the Emergency Room or Physician's Offices covered for medical problems by
Rollins College Insurance must be filed NOW.
Questions can be answered at the HealtlJ Center .
by Jean· Dennis. If you haven't received your bills
. yet, come to the Health Center for instructions,
claim form and mailing envelope.
. The DuBois Health Center will be closed June,
July and August. For summer insurance coverage,
contact the Dean's Office (Carnegie~ for insurance
claim form and instructions. If -specific information
. regarding your claim is needed, you can obtain a
phone number from the Dean's Office to contact
the insurance agent directly.
Wishing you a Healthy-Well Summer!
Health Service·s Staff

PANCAKE STUDY BREAK - semi-annual event
during finals FREE PANCAKES, JUICE
AND COFFEE SERVED UP BY TALENTED
"FLIPPERS" MADE UP OF FACULTY, .
ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF OF THE
COLLEGE.
MONDAY, MAY 19, 1986 .Beginning at 10
p.m. in ttie Student Center.·
·

•

A ·$ 1000 scholarship is again being offered to a
woman majoring in political sci~nce at ·a Florida Col·1ege by the Democratic Women's Clubs of Florida, Inc.
Application forms are available from Betty Patton,
Scholarship Chair, 3615 Thomasville Road, Tallahassee, Florida, 32308. Deadline for the application
is ~une 15, 1986.

•
'f

The Writing Center wants to help all of you
bleary-eyed caffeine addicts who plan on giving up
a little sleep to get your work done. On May 11,
we will be staying open ALL NIGHT.
That's right - ALL NIGHT! So if you need help
organizing your ideas, making your writing sound
professional, or if you just want a second opinion,
experienced writing consultants will be available to
help you · from 6:00 p.m. until 4:00 a.m. the following mof'°ning.. · "'.. ·.,
·
. Make your mother happy! Come spend Mother's
Day at The Writing Center! (When was the last
tim'e your mother stayed up all night with you?)

The Rollins Sondspur
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I.C.C. Begins
INDEPENDENT COMMUNITIES
SHOW ROLLINS AN
ALTERNATE LIFESTYLE
In March, with approval from the Administration,
the four distinctly independent houses (Pinehurst,
Matthews, Pflug, and Lyman) organized the Independent Communities Council. Amongst the
establishing members, the ICC constitution was
drawn up with the purpose of the council being
to coordinate programs and better circulate ideas
between the Houses. Pinehurst as an organization
provides lectures on a variety of subjects dealing
with current scientific or political endeavors. "The
organization has been incessantly trying to ·promote academic seriousness while blending into
what many of us in this group believe is an actual
meaning of the word student:· quips Kevin
Schilbrack. People who know what Pinehurst
stands for appreciate how its members lighten the
burden of becoming too scholarly on this Campus by instilling a sense of tolerance to new ideas
and involvement in a variety of clubs and activities
throughout Rollins' community. Notes Seni9r Todd
Morrison. "Pi~ehurst is a place where people make .
a relatively conscious effort to support what others ·
are creating'.' One forte in Pinehurst's ljterary
endeavors has been the tradition of focused attention on Brushing magazine.
Matthews House is the center for action of E.CO.,
which is an orgonization dedicated to promoting
the well-fare of the environment and the awareness
of society's harmful effects on the wilderness. In
conjunction with the Rollins Outdoor Club, housed
in Pflug, and the Theatrical folk from Lyman all the
houses of the ICC are greater able to serve the
Rollins community in the individual manners best
suited them. Where there is less focus on beer
chugging and more attention brought to personable relationships - as is the case within this
Foursome - greater personal growth is imminent
and does occur successfully. It is important to
recognize the difference the Houses in the ICC
have made in the life of our Campus.

Written by R. Conger

New Editors
Elected
The editors of Rollins' four student
publications for the 1986-1987 school year
were appointed in late March by the Pub1jcations Union. In addition to the appointments,
the committee made important changes in the
publications charters. Effective next year,
each group must have a business manager
who oversees expenses and maintains an accurate record of the budget. The Union also
requires that each publication have an
editorial board, ensuring that an individual
cannot gain complete control over the
publicatiol'} and its.editorial direction.
The Publications Union experienced one
major difficulty this year - the situation
with the SANDSPUR. At the end of January,
publication of the college newspap~r ceased
following an audit of the SANDSPUR's
business expenses. Dino Landis, former
editor of the SANDSPUR, appeared before
the Student Hearing Board, and following a
lengthy investigation, he was expelled from
Rollins and required to pay several hundred
dollars back to the school. Londjs' appeal of
hi uspen ion was rejected by the Committee on Standards, and as of May !st the fine
ha not been paid. This is the fir t issue of
the SA DSPUR ince that time.
Billy Mitchell was appointed a Editor of
the Rollin TOMOKA . Donna Stram take
over the dutie a Editor of the R-TI 1ES, and
Robert John on, Rick Conger and Pam Kincheloe ha\'e been cho en to edit Rollin '
literar\' ma1rnzine BRUSH I G. Gregg Kaye,
Karen· Kor;, Beth Rapp, Rid. Juergens and
1argaret o· ullivan have been appointed a
the editorial board for the A1 DSPUR.

ICC NEWS FROM
MATTHEWS HOUSE: Earth Day
In celebration of World Earth Day, E.C.O. (the Environmental Conservation Organization) sponsored an afternoon full of festivities on Mills Library
Lawn from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m. last Friday, April 25.th.
The Day, which happened to be the 100th anniversary of Arbor Day, began with the planting
of seven trees between the Bush Science Center
and the Warren Administration Building in memory
of the Space Shuttle Challenger Crew. The environmental groups attending brought courageous
looking birds, showed films and videos with informative material about Earth Day's purpose of
heightening ecological awareness in students
within our Rollins Community.
Representatives came from the.Audobon Society,
Save the Manatee organization, People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals, Florida Solar Energy
Center, Florid~ Citizens · Against Throwaways,

S.O.A.R., Nature Conservancy, Native Plant Society,
Sea World, the Sierra Club, even, along with our
own R.0.C. (Rollins Outdoor Club). This long list of
concerned groups were energetically supported
by a local band, "In Between," which kept things
lively while everyone enjoyed free fruit shakes
("smoothies"), free T-shirt painting, creative and
humorous caricatures under the blessing of a
perfectly clear Spring-day sky.
The events culminated with the announcement
of the frisbee/golf Tournament winners: James Lyle
in First Place; followed ever-so closely by George
C. Graves.
Cathy Barry, ECO secretary, commented, "We
worked really hard on Earth Day this year and it
payed off. Everybody had a great time! I especially enjoyed the pre-Earth Day movies (the "Lorax"
and "Woodstock") shown Thursday night on the
Library Lawn." ·
Written ~Y Kristin Lyle and Rick Conger

·--.::::.-.' .:..

JLINLIBRARY
MNESTF lJA·y
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Tuesday .May 13
R_eturn overdue hooks
fme free th·
is day onty

ADEPT surveys Rollins alcohol and drug use
by Dale Gustafson
The Alcohol and Drug Education Planning Team
(ADEPT) administered an extensive alcohol and drug use
survey to Rollins students in M.arch. Students were
surveyed in classrooms and residents by ADEPT members.
The following statistics are some of the key findings from
that survey:
• 88% of Rollins students think that drinking and drug
abu e is at least somewhat of a problem at Rollins.
• 44% \vho drink, drink to get drunk.
• 30% get drunk at least twice a week.
• 77 OJo have moked marijuana.
• llOJo moke marijuana o er 14 times per month.
• 38% of student who have u ed marijuana have gone
to class stoned.
• 55% have used cocaine.
• 22 O"o have u ed LSD or other hallucinogens.
• J90"o do not pend any money on alcohol or other drugs.
• The a\erage tudent pend $40 - $50 per month on
alcohol and other drug .
• ,o-o pend O\·er 120 per month on alcohol and drugs.
344 tudent re ponded to the urvey. It is important
co remember that the re ult indicate what wa reported,
and gi\e a fair!> accurate, but not ciemific, representation of the Rollin student body.

·.:,.i. ,
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Mills Renovation
Plans for the renovat;on of the Mills Memorial Library have been
finalized
In the basement. WPRK will move back to its old location on the left.
The station is currently operating out of the old reference section on
the first floor while asbestos insulation is being removed from the walls
of the building. The right side of the basement will be an audiovisual
center, and the old viewing room will be refurbished. And in the back
of the basement, underneath the stacks, will be the Rollins Post Office.
On the front left of the first floor will be a new meeting room for lectures and special prograflls held at the college. This meeting room,
dedicated to Joseph K. Galloway, is designed for the smaller crowds
that seem to rattle around" in Bush Auditorium, and will be furnished
In an old-fashioned, comfortable style, with wooden floors, old portraits on the walls, a'nd cozy wooden chairs. When it is not being used
for a speaker, the room will be available for students to gather and
"talk Across the hall from the Galloway Room will be the Career Center.
and to the right of the Career Center will be the Off-Campus Student
Organization offices. The space that the Career Center occupies now,
In Carnegie, has not yet been reassigned .
The second floor of the building will contain the learning labs th a t
are currently scattered around campus, such as the Writing Center,
the Skills Center, and the La nguage Lab. The Computer Center and
Time-Sharing Labs will rema in in Bush, although a few VAX termina ls
will be located in this area .
The back of Mills, where the stacks were, presented a special problem to the architects, because this area was d esigned spec ifica lly
with the stacks in mind . At one time, col lege officials had c on sid ered
making Mills the new social sciences build ing, but they soon found
that to accommodate the bookshelves, the floors were really sevenfoot-high steel boxes. A seven foot ceiling is much too short to make
a comfortable classroom, but removing one of the floors would create
a fourteen foot ceiling that would be equal ly impractical. Fortunately, the size of the stack area is perfect for office space, and so student
organizations. such as the Sandspur, the Tomokan. the R-Times, and
the SGA, will have-offices there. The offices will be partitioned to leave
room for future growth .
The rest of the library, from the third floor up, will house the college
archives and the library's special collections, as it does now.._
Equally exciting changes will occur on the outside of the building.
First o( a ll, the horseshoe drive will be closed to traffic, and the parking across from Beans will be removed . Next, a groun'd level entrance
to the Post Office will be added, along with windows to shed some
light on the once-gloomy interior of the bu ilding . The building will also
be made completely accessible to handicapped students. Outside
of this entrance, a new patio will be laid-out that will connect with the
patio outside of Olin, and this area will be landscaped to make it a
comfortable place for students to gather. In additio n, the " hidden
g arden" of M ills, located behind th e tall fo rb iddi ng wall faci ng Be9 ns,
wil l be opened and re nova ted . As this garden is ri ght outside of th e
new Galloway room, it will provi de a perfect place for receptions
fo llowing the programs held there. And if it doesn'. t spoil the look of
the renovation, there might even be a sign on the.back of Mills that
will announce the important campus events of the day, such as Annie Russell productions, concerts, and lectures.
The college is still in the process of accepti ng bids for the renova- .
tion, but it is expected to cost around .a million and half _dollars, and · ·
it should be completed at the same time as the Pinehurst renovation,
in May 1987. The results should be well worth the cost. ~ Thad Seymow
put it, "The goal is to create a feeling of continuity on campu~. So mq:ny things at Rollins are spread out that the feeling of a psychological
center is really needed'.'
_ '
__: , _.
.

-

'

.

,

One More Thing To .Worr_
y ~bout
As the end of the term nears, students
spend more and more time thinking about
pape rs and exams, and less and less time·
th inki ng about the safety of themselves and
their belongings. As a result, thefts of stereos,
jewelry, and other easily-salable items incre a se. Because you undoubtedly have
enough headaches right now, here are a few
tips fro m Campus Safety that can keep the
bad guys away from your valuables :
As you pass through outside doors and
fire doors, make sure they close securely
behind you. This helps keep unsavory in-:
d ividuals far away from you.
Lock your room every time you leave. And .·
in the words of Campus Safety office r Larry
Kail, " We don't want to hear any excuses
about how you r roommate lost his key, so
you had to leave it open so he di~n't have

to pay to get the !oc~s .~hanged:' Even if
it is the end of the y~ar,_rc b you really think
it is better to los~,y~ur_;great-grandfather' s
heirloom watch or ·- pa{·a .small fee to get
a new key and · s.ome peace· of mind?
·
Keep your car doors fod<ed_ and take ~my
tempting thiogs into you room with you. Too
many people don't think '.twice about
smash ing your windshield and graborng
your cassette tapes, your radio! your radar
.detector, or whatever else yo,u le.ave there.
Takiog things 'with you everywhere is a pain;
but so is getti ng your windshield 'fixed and
tryir:,g to replace your possessions. · ·
If yoo iust use common sense 9nd,take the
extr:a trouble to keep your stuff safe, you
t en be saved the worry of sto!e_n things, so
··you' con be free to worry ab-out ·you r
papers, your finals, your grades ...

IT'S FRIDAY!

Time to get pa id
and do t he th ing
that rhymes wjth it
AT
p A

ARCHITECT

TO PRESENT PLANS

FOR
MAY 9th

MILLS

4:00pm

AT MILLS

The Classical
Studies Major
For those of you who still haven't se lected a major, here is some information to make your choice mo re d ifficu lt :
I. Faculty
The Classics Program is supported by various fa culty members
in different disciplines throughout the colleg e. The a dm inistrator of
the program is John Heath, Assistant Professor of Classics, in the
Department of Foreign Languages.
II. Description of the Progra m
A major in Classical Studies offe rs a stud e nt the opportunity to
explore the cultures of a nc ie nt Greece a nd Ro me throu g h a wellrounded c urriculum in language, literature, philosophy, history,
science, and art. Cou rses in th e cl assical languages a nd literature
(in th e ori g ina l a nd tra nslation) are at its core, but students are enc ouraged to' take advantage of a wide range of perspectives of
these ancient c ivilizations by enrolling in courses offered through
the coordinated resources of several departments within the college.
The interdisciplinary program is based on the ·prem ise that the
study and appreciation of the classical period - the beginnings
of Western Civilization - form the heart of a modern liberal education. The purpose of the.major is to make our classical heritage accessible to students so that they can both share in it and evaluate
. it critically. Students will acquire at least a minimal competence
in Latrn (and/or Greek) and develop the ability to manipulate enjoyably and intelligently the literature, -h_istory, and culture of the an.
·
cient Greek and Roman worJds.
Ill. Requirements
·
;
., . ·.
.
Students who desire to major in Classical Studies are required
to take twelve (12) .approved cl9sses of which at least nine (9) constitute the core of the program and _are ·required: ,_
1. Language (four or five courses)·
·
4 cour?es_ln Latin (any combination of tpe f?llowing) .
LT 101-102 BEGINNING, LATIN
;,
LT 201 INTERMEDIATE. LATIN
-: ).
LT 202 READINGS IN LATIN PROSE OR POETRY
Lt 391 TUTORIAL.....'.IN
LATIN
LITERATURE- 1-_.1-;:.
(may
be repeated)
·.,,.
.
~
4 courses in Gre~-f~~y,:comb~~ation ~~~ttollowlng)
GK 101-102 B~GIN!>lrt:-JG Cl.ASSICAL·'l~ li~,r,
GK 291 TUTO@Al .1~3~REEK LITERAT~{®,P1/. be repeated)
3 courses in one-cirtclent language <:J1~ti·tp -the other
2. Four (4) of the f0Jlowin9 ·six (6) C,OlJfse.s;,_,A;, .;_·:- .}
CL 231 LOVE f\1 ROME: ROMAN l1r~ut£JN TRANSLATION
CL 232 GREEK AND ROMAN MYrH@~l ~ ..
CL 233 ~oM'm, HUB.RIS, 'GOOS, -~ i $Qp\L$: GREEK
. llTERATURE lN TRANSLATl0N<''\J -..,,r ,_ .•
-H 208 ANCIENT HISTORY
- ,,.;..~:.;l.: ·.,,:· ·.,.. - ~

3.

A 219 ART~ Q£~ANQ[ENT AND C~l.:Ci¥tLIZATIONS
PH 230 HISfORY:.O'f EARiY WESTERN;flffl!,OBOPHY .
CL 3~9,t6£N~R ~l:'MINAR IN Ct.ASstc'A: .SftJOIES

The rema ining cpqrses may.be anyc~nation of Latin, Greek.
or translation/int~r:di~~Hn.ory offerings;_~QJ!\t>1E3S 0:f-c;Jasses offered
during 198.4"86 whi4.) woufd :sqtisfy this:~ t : ( i n addition to
·
those mentioned above}:.·1 · , . ~ : 1\ · · •
PO 3<90'€.L8SS(8Al AND REPUBl~:~OtlTJCAL ~tlEORY
E 254 GREfl< DRAMA ,
E 308 THE COMEDY OF mos
E 205 THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
FL 301 INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAG.E
E 221 CLASSICAL EPIC
CL '234 THE ANCIENT NOVEL
V

.

•

Winter Term
P 110-W SCIENCE IN ANTIQUITY
TA 346-W GREEK THEATER OF THE FIFTH CENTURY B.C.
CL 207-W FUN WITH WORDS
CL 221-W HELEN OF TROY
Stud ents may a lso earn credit towards the major for appropria te d irected study and course work abroad during summe r,s o r Winter Term. (Next year, for example, Prof. Fatrick Polley
will be tak ing a group of students to Greece during Winter Term
a s part of the Classics Program .)

The Rollins Sandspur
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For Next Year
1986-87 SGA OFFFICERS

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE recommends changes in degrees, in degree
requirements, and in educational policies. This committee also advises departments, the Dean of the Faculty, and the Dean of the College concerning such
things as course offerings, new courses, independent study proposals, and
the academic calendar. Senators appointed to next year's Curriculum Committee are:
'88
Craig Butler
Paul Keeley
'89
Booker Pruitt
'89
THE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS recommends policies concerning honors
designations, proposes and enforces academic and social standards, reviews
cases of inadequate academic performance, and acts as an appeals board for
cases of alleged violation of Colle~e regulations. Senators who will serve on
next years's
'87
Betsy Case
Barbie Doolittle
'89
Octavia Lloyd
'87
THE ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE determines admissions standards, establishes
general admissions policies and procedures, and assists in the interviewing
of students for scholarships. Student members of next year's Admissions Committee are:
Anne Bolling
'88
Ed Dunn
'87
Christine Faas
'89
Octavia Lloyd
'87

Frank Greene

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION

Steve Appel

VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT CENTER

Ronnie Clark

COMPTROLLER

Allen Martin
1986-87 SGA SENATORS

Class of 1987

Class of 1988

Class of 1989

Betsy Case
Joseph Conway
Ed Dunn
Tom Elias
Sue Gouda
Tim Kinskey
Octavia Lloyd
Murray Sales

Anne Bolling
Craig Butler
Timothy Gallagher
Jennifer Griffiths
Steve Kelley
Tom Mavis
Nancy Timmins
Frank Zitzman

Barbie Doolittle
Christine Faas
Paul Keeley
Kristin Marcin
Kelley Mccaffrey
Barry Pelts
Carolyn Ryan
Jill Wood

Shannon Bower (alt.)
Randy Perry (alt.)

Reece Thompson (alt.)
Bonnie Walters (11lt.)

Heather Connor (alt.)
Booker Pruitt (alt.)

SGA MINUTES

THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL AID establishes general policies concerning scholarships, loans, and work study, recommends scholarship allocations,
and assists in the stewardship of financial aid programs. Senators to serve
on the 1986-87 Committee on Financial Aid are:
'8 7
Shannon Bower
Carolyn Ryan
'89
Frank Zitzman
'88

The S.G.A. Senate of Rollins College met on April 9, 1986 in Bush
Auditorium President Murray Sales opening the meeting, and Presidentelect Frank Greene continuing.

THE INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS COMMITTEE establishes the policies for
the intercollegiate athletic programs at Rollins, including recruitment, scheduling, budgeting, and the use of facilities. Next year's Intercollegiate Athletics
Committee will rnclude:
'88
Anne Bolling
Tom Elias
'87
Barry Pelts
'89

- Spring Fling was discussed. T-shirts will be sold for $ 5.00 a piece and
a good return ·on the cost is expected.

THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE prepares nominations for elected Faculty positions on standing committees, for Chair and Vice-Chair/Secretary of the Faculty,
for College Faculty positions on the Council on ~dministration and Budgets,
and for College Faculty positions on the Council of Academic Policies and Standards. Senate members of next year's Nominating Committee are:
Steve Kelley
'88
Tom Mavis
'88
Murray Sales
'87
THE CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE establishes the policies concerning student
life and co-curricular activities, including intramurals, establishes general
policies regarding campus housing, and regularly reviews organizations which
are housing units. Student members of next year's Campus Life Committee are:
Sue Gouda
'87
Randy Perry
'8 7
Bonnie Walters
'88
THE SPECIAL PROGRAMS COMMITTEE approves all off-campus programs,
assists in arranging faculty and student exchange programs, provides
scholarshps and fellowships, and formulates policies for all special programs.
The Senator who will serve on the 1986-87 Special Programs Committee is:
'88
Tim Gallagher

Choral Society enjoys a successful first year
by Dale Gustafson
A new student group that has formed on campus is quickly
gaining popularity and support. After one year, the Rollins Choral
Society has over 70 active members singing in choral ensembles
under the direction of John Sinclair. who was hired last year to
renew the collegiate choral tradition at Rollins.
The society is composed of four main groups. The Rollins
Chorale is a large choir that performs a variety of music, and
is open to anyone who wants to join. The Rollins Singers perform popular, swing selections, while the Chamber Choir sings
unaccompanied madrigal and chamber music. The final group,
a women's ensemble, sings a wide variety of literature written
for women's choirs. In additions to these groups, trips and
quartets have been formed to provide more variety in musical
styles and allow students the opportunity to work independently
and gain experience singing in small groups.
During the past school year, the groups in the Choral Society
have made twenty appearances, including singing with the Florida
Symphony Orchestra last month, banquets. nursing homes,
receptions, TV spots, and other campus performances.
If you are interested in singing in a choral ensemble next year,
or would like more information about the choral society, contact John Sinclair at his office in Keene Hall.
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- Murray Sales officiated in the swearing in of new officers: Frank
Greene, President, Steve Appel, Vice President for Administration, Ron nie Clark, Vice President of the Student Center, and Allene Martin was
confirmed by the Senate as the Comptroller for the 1986-87 year.

- There were no new bills from the floor. New bills from the floor were
encouraged.
- The Senate decided to allocate $400.00 to World Hunger for T-shirts
and a sound system for the concert. If necessary, the Senate will pro vide an extra $100.
- New procedures for the coming year - minutes will be published in
the Sandspur.·
- New business - Letters will be drafted to Coach Meisel about more
chairs for the pool area and possible funding help from the S.G.A., and
to the Head Librarian concerning greater quiet and courtesy from some
library staff.
- Senators were asked to read through the committee descriptions and
list their preference as to which one they would like to serve upon .
- The attendance policy was reviewed: two unexcused absences will
result in expulsion from the Senate and the committees.

- THE COMMITTEE ON FACULTY COMPENSATION AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT proposes and reviews all policies concerning faculty evaluation, appointment, reappointment, tenure, and promotion, establishes policies
regarding leave, research and professional development programs, and recom mends policies for compensation and faculty load. Senators appointed to next
year's Committee -ori Faculty Compensation and Professional Development are:
Joe Conway
'87
Tim Kinskey
'87

SAMS thanks Rollins for Participation
on behalf of the National Multiple Sclerosis
society and Students Against Multiple Sclerosis,
1would like to extend our most heartfelt thanks
and appreciation to everyone on campus for
their support and hard work this past year.
students Against Multiple Sclerosis was conceived two years ago by Clifford Goldsmith,
Chairman of the society's Board of Directors,
with the belief that college students would
want to fight a disease which affects their age
group. Multiple Sclerosis is a major neurological
disease that strikes young adults between the
ages of 18 and 34, with 200 new cases diagnosed
weekly. There is no known cause or cure.
For the past two semesters, students have
been raising funds to bust MS by dressing up like
their favorite rock stars in the Rock Alike, a national lip-synch competition sponsored by
swatch and MTV. Beginning April 26 and 2:30 EST
and continuing for each saturday through June
7, eight regional Rock Alike winners will com-

pete in "The Rock Alike Video Fights" to be aired
over MTV. Winners of this elimination contest
will be determined by the amount of #900 callin votes. Please show your support for the MS
cause by calling and voting.
The success of the Rock Alike and SAMS has
been a result of diverse campus groups working together in a cause which affects everyone
on campus. BY uniting, college students across
the country are showing that their generation
can be the one which will wipe out multiple
sclerosis.
we applaud the efforts of students Against
Multiple Sclerosis on your campus, now, and in
the future. With your help, we will win the battle to " bust MS!"
Sincerely,
Beverly Noyes
National Director
students Against Multiple SCierosis
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ROLLINS -

JAMAICA LINK

Reported by Rick Conger
A tight group of 10 wide-eyed Rollins students ventured with the adroit College Chapel team - Dean
Arnold Wettstein and Rev. John Langfitt - on a trip
to Jamaica during the Spring break period.
Originally conceived as a social work/international
- intraHemisphere seNice program direded at
giving relief work in Haiti to the impoverished
children inhabiting the slum district of Fbrt-au-Prince,
location and contacts had to be revised to suit such
an admirable plan elsewhere due to the inherent
dangers from the violent political upheavals within
Haiti beginning in February. The efforts of the 12 to
recreate work relief opportunities in Jamaica were
successfully accepted by the Institute for Cultural
Affairs (I.CA) from its office in Kingston. We of the
Rollins group found a great chance to assist the ICA
in a well managed program aimed at encouraging gradual self-reliance among Jamaican mountain villages and self-leadership with lessened selfinterest inside village infrastructure. The overall goal
in this is to heighten independent village sufficiency
through cooperation with neighbering local districts
so a general awareness can be achieved 1n the
mountain populace regarding the economic and
social benefits of bringing large sets of workers out
of overly crowded and depressed Kingston back
to the country where skills are more appreciated
and necessary.
Vvnat ICA has realized is that this target is longranged, especially when it seems to counteract
what the current government in Jamaica, under
Labor Party leader Edward Seago (whose name is
deemed by some Jamaicans as "Cl.A.go"), apparently has undertaken in its "Add In" labor policy.
This stipulates cutting workers' wages in half to pay
for a 50% labor increase across-the-board to
"solve" the- staggering unemployment troubles.
Simply taken for what it warrants, the policy unsoundly promotes double the number of jobs while
salaries drop to the level where laborers "work for
peanuts."
To combat this adverse trend in Jamaica's future,
ICA has actively instigated grass-root mobilization
of village organization to create more attractive circumstances within the country regions, where many
social leaders believe recovery most effectively can
start in Jamaica. The greatest emphasis ICA places
on its programs is the notion that setting a successful example of self-responsibiiity initiates inspiration in other villages to follow suit and -so on
until the whole shared province of a region benefits
from active independent villages pulling resources
to generate productivity.
W~, from college, were told of the hazards which
reproduction, however, puts upon a typical Third
World village; and we were appropriately cautioned agai,nst such encounter within our selected
village we worked in. What the ICA and feoce
Corps volunteers did l')Ot tell us was that the town
of Above Rocks, where we painted school facilities
and dug drainage ditches, was not a typical village of the Third World notion: it hod an extensive
regional school of several concrete buildings for
Elementary to Higher Education functions; capable
school masters; a church - St. Mary's - which was

the daytime focus of village life; and a few openair bars which catered traditioridl cuisine like goofs
head soup and meat patties with the thirst quenching attributes of Red Stripe beer (which saved us
when the water supplies were cut off) and showed
videos of martial arts flies and westerns - the obvious foci of the nightlife!
The residents of Above Rocks, Jamaica weren't
too typical of people who needed help. To our
pleasant surprise we found the adults were incessantly eager to change social circumstance
and improve productiveness in their country. Many
were not ignorant of the international politics in the
world outside the Caribbean and were knowledgeable and opinionated about the events occuring
in Central America and South Africa. The children
displayed their wonderful talents in a performance
of their appreciation of our being there by staging
poetry recitals, songs, ·jokes and dances the day
after Easter Sunday.
We, on the other hand, were not so typical of "the
Ugly American:" each of us determined that our
time in 'Above Rocks was the villagers' time; we tried
to give our all in the limited time we could be there
in a successful hope to start something permanent.
Many friendships were made in the process of preparing the school buildings for use. Indeed, we ended up having a fantastic cross-cultural experience!
When asked about what he thought the group
accomplished in Jamaica, fellow-link-trip member
Bill Wood stated. "I feel we got more out of the experience than the villagers whom we assisted ...
in the sense that, for many of us, it was the first time
we went to a Third World cmmtry. What we witnessed helped broaden our scope to awareness
about world situations;" with each individual in the
group assessin§ the things for which we are held
responsible.
At the end of our time in Above Rocks the group
headed for a much desired retreat to the famous
beach-coast of Jamaica. After soaking up some
of the sun rays we had missed while painting the
insides of buildings as rain poured from dark clouds
outside in the mountain forests, the group journeyed
into the city of Kingston to see a play entitled "Trash'.'
The theater production addressed in satire-form the
grievances of well-known Trash Town where many
Kingston dwellers lead miserable and oppressed
lives. The themes of unfairness, injustice. and poverty which are the reality of Trash inhabitancy rang
poignantly in the lyrics of Bob Marley's melodies
which blasted from sidewalk loudspeakers belonging to swarms of young Jamaican kids dancing as
if entranced by the musical beats.
The following day the group was scheduled to
meet a final time with ICA members prior to departing from our lodging for the airport and our flight
bock to the Firsf World, Miami airport terminal,
Orlando's expressw~y, and finally to Rollins College.
The group formed a circle and discussed impressions we hod from the play we saw and compared
these insights with those we gathered while at
Above Rocks.
·
We noted how the play reflected the strict div~rsity between the wealthy and the poor in Jamaican

society that is so caught up in a major class struggle. We noted how the character of a vicious
dragon illustrates the lethargic and dinosaur-like
personality of the present ruling class. The ploy
seemed to convey hopefulness about the class
struggle; yet it cited that change could only come
with help from knowledgeable sources outside
Jamaican society. ~rhaps that is a mere plea for
more U.S. aid in the package of the Marshall Plan.
But, at the very small - yet hardly trivial - scale.
each one of us in the group felt d sense of proudfut purpose shoot through our minds as we connected this notion of "help from outside'' with what
we started in our Above Rocks project!!
Another Jamaican-Linker, David Zarou, expressed
the feeling of the whole group in this following exhange with Dean Wettstein: David: "Here in
Jamaica we have been culturally swamped with
so much 24 hours a day'.'
Dean: "It's gonna be a while to unpack it, Dave:·
David: "No kiddin'!"
.
"It's still happening:' remarked BIii 'Louie Armstrong' Wood with a resonant voice. "I feel it'll take
a long time to ingest this culfure. Still, I wish to delve
into its implications. Why do I live the way I do? Just
existentially stuck in my situation where I live! An important new foc;:us is on others, on their perspective
The trick is not to worry over why problems occur
where they do as much as simply channeling
.energies to finding goals, techniques, and method_ology that avoid wallowing in the problem and promotes something to happen. Just jump into it!"
There were some pitiful sights which regarded the
presence of American Corporate influence: all the
modern, clean. totally air-conditioned constructions
in Kingston are owned and operated with U.S.
multinational affluence; the incidence of the U.S. Ambassador giving a public speech in a three-piece
suit with a brass band behind his podium while·
opening another newly furbi'shed Texaco gas station! - something Americans can really be proud
to claim has helped the needy in Trash Town??
But, despite these gross events, Rollins' John Lewis
was more optimistic for himself in stating that "For
my first time out of the country (except for one bout
in Tijuana), I had such a _good time seeing other
people on their terms, I'm all excited to get to do
more." Well, John, "soon come, soon come'.'
These reflections are just the beginning of conversations among ourselves and with Jamaica in
our minds. More and more the consciousness that
we live on one planet entire of itself strikes home.
There's no automatic solution to things and it is silly
for us fat Americans to sit happy when we realize
that one discomfort in a small part of the world ails
society as a whole.
To Davide, Rev Moon, Miss Gadget (the pied piper
of Plantation), Biff, Rambo, Baragouda, Woody,
Wormer, Key-womahn, Reggae Bob, and Goof: IRIE!
from Video.
To the reader of this column: COOL RUNNING!

SULLIVAN HOUSE WALK OF FAME
CEREMONIES There will b~ a stonelaying
foll_owihg Baccalaureate on
25, 1986 at approximately
Sullivan House.

AWARE

ceremony·
Sunday, May
11:30 a.m. at

The Walk of Fame .Award is given each
year to a Senior who, by his/her daily living faith and dedicated service, has been
outstanding in embodying the· philosophy
of Sultivan House.
"Here, in common fellowship and for
brothe.rly communion are welcome those
of every hope, philosophy and faith that
opens their hearts to the presence and influence of a loving God and which draws
them with high resolve towards their goal
for a perfect and enduring life for themselves and for all mankind."
George Hammond Sullivan
This ceremony is open to all who would
like to celebrate this day with this years
recipient. ,
(Not to be announced until May 15)
JAMAICAN DELIGHT: Emily O'Leary links arms with Lisa DeMercado of Above Rocks.
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COL's Master Learner speaks out
Frankenstein, The Breakfast Club, and The American Dream
The SANDSPUR recently caught Roy Starling, this
semester's Master-Learner in the Communit y of Learners
program , on his way to class. Though obviously in a hurry,
Roy agreed to answer a few questions concerning CO L.
SAI\DSPUR: Quickl y, Roy, what exactl y is the Communit y of Learnerc;?
ROY: Let me tart with what it isn't. It isn' t an honors
program anc.l it i. n't a remedial prog ram. .I t i open to any
Rollin fres hm an or sophomore who is willing to work,
wh o would like to be a part of a somewhat intellectual
community, and who wo uld like to have a more active role
in th e learning process.
~A DSPUR: What do yo u mean by" omewhar" in tellectual? I co uldn 't hel p noticin g that.
ROY: Well; I guess I mean we like to thi nk and we like
to disc uss im portant iss ues. Yo u know, we're not a hamed
to tal k about school work ou tside of class, but we're not
.stu ffy about it. We enjoy learning, but we also enjoy
laughing. Many times, what we learn is funny - or the
way we learn it i fun ny. And that's another thing we do
in our community of lea rners: we learn how we learn , we
learn various ways of teac hing and lea rn ing.
ANDSPUR: How does the stud ent in COL have a
more active role in the learning process?
ROY: COL members sign up for three classes (all taught
by Rollins pro fs, of course) and a seminar, and the
tudents them selves design and teach the seminar. The
seminar is their baby; th ey can never com plain about a
boring eminar . .. well, they can complain, but only to
another member of the community. There's no prnfessor
to blame. With some hard work and imagination, students
can make the seminar their favorite and most rewarding
class. They can shape the presentation of material in the
seminar to fit their own learning styles - if they want
to be outrageous, the seminar is the place for it. Let's face
it, how many times have you asked a professor, "Can you
teach outrageously today? I'm really in the mood for it'.'
You may ask to have class outside, but that 's usually about
as far as you would want to go with it. But in the seminar,
it's up to you. Within reason, of course. You could be conservative, too, however; it 's up to you.
SANDSPUR: So they sign up for three courses and a
seminar. That' a full load for a semester, right?
ROY: Yes, it's a full load for a seruester. You can just
write "COL" on the course- request form and then list
an alternative schedule in case the program is full. This
isn't usually a problem; in the past, signing up for COL
has meant "instant schedule;'
SANDSPUR: So tell me, Roy, who is the star of this
term's COL?
ROY: Star?! Listen, we're talking about a community
here, a team! There's no "I" in team. The best teams are
the ones in which no one cares who gets the credit. Our
community even thought of a catchy new phrase. "All for
one and one for all!" We thrive on community, not on
competition. For instance, we have community study sessions for exams and community peer-editing for papers.
Share the wealth, share the wisdom, share the skills. It's
a collaborative experience.
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SANDSPUR: So you won 't even give us the names of
the tudents involved thi s term?
ROY: I will , but they are all so modest and un elfish,
that l know they'll be embarrassed. Here goes : Christina
Russell, Jim Laughlin , Brahm Piterski , Tia Bethell, Greg
Ec kstein, Chauncey Goss, and Rick Juergens. I believe
that 's aJI of them. They an swer to nicknames, of course:
Bacon, Hoosier, Time to Go, Stirrup, Airport, Rock in',
and Reluctant Messiah , not necessarily in that order.
SANDSPUR: And you, of course.
.
ROY: Yes. As Master-Learner, I take all the courses, do
all the reading, take the exams, and write the papers. But
there are some questions in class I can't answer.
SANDSPUR: Because you'd have an unfair advantage?
ROY: No, because I don't know the answers.
SANDSPUR: I understand that the COL this term is
called the "Frankenstein" COL. What's that all about?

COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS Fall 1986 : :
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ROY: Each COL focuses on a particular theme, and
Franken tein was abou t th e best one-word de cripti on of
our theme th at I could think of. We're di cu ing creation, the motivat ion fo r creati on, the re ult of creation,
which, of cour e, leads into di cu sion of God, evo lution, and technology. One could argue that Dr. Frankentein ' motivations for creating a living being (he never
meant to create a monster and the creature certainh, ne er
con idered him elf a monster) were perfectly good. But
he finds out that the road to hell is paved with good intent ions. The thing that he creates doe n't live up to the
inspiration that drove him to create it, and it quickly grm s
out of his control. ln this term' COL, we've seen a lot
of para llel to Frankenstei n's "mon ter:'
· SA . DSPUR: Are_ ou taking cour eon Frankenstein?
ROY: Not literally. We're taking Histor) of Technology
with Joe Siry, Creation in Science and Religion \,\ith Karl
Peter , and the Sociology of Kurt Vonnegut \\ ith Larry
Va n Sickle. lntere ting cour e , fine teacher~.
SAN DSPUR: You're probab ly just aying that to get
a good grade.
ROY: Well, f was a teacher once and I will be agam,
and I' ll never be certain about the value of student t1attery.
SAN DSPUR: Listen, l know I'm making you late for
cla s . . . . ·
ROY: Jhat's okay, he keeps u late.
SA DSPUR: ... but could you qu ickly mention one
other thing yo u li ke abou t this program?
ROY: A cou ple o f things: I like the fee li ng of upport
and friendship l get from the community. I li ke going from
class to class with group of good friend ; I wo uldn't want
to go through co llege any other way, and I've heard other
members of th e comm unity say that it wa n't going to
be easy going back to " normal" co llege again (afte r all ,
you can ' t spell college withou t c-o-1 ). CO L has
demonst rated to everyone who's been in volved that there
are plenty of Roll ins students with gumption and determination , who want a good educat io n and are willing to
work th eir butts off to get it. After being associated wit h
COL, one is less in tere ted in hearing all of those tired
old lines about "ty pi cal Roll in s st udents:•
The other thing is the community journal whi ch is kept
at the reserve desk in the Lib rary. In it we write about ideas
we weren' t able, fo r one reason or another, to expre s in
class, or id eas we have between classes or ideas we have
on the way to Beans. We read and respo nd to each other's
entries o that we' re just ort of talk ing to each other. And
if I had time, I'd mention the Gri ts Train, our weekly
Breakfast Club that meets at the Winter Park Diner. We
use that time to solve the world 's problems, to pread
gossip, and to map out strategy fo r surviving the week
ahead.
SANDSPUR: Okay, I'm going to let yo u go. Anything
else?
.
ROY: Yes. Master-Learners are nor required to li ve in
the dorms. Also, if you are interested in COL, please see
the description, elsewhere in thi s iss ue, of the Fall '86 program. Or you could call me at ext. 2218 or drop me a note
at box 2641.

Quest for the American Dream

From the beginning Americans have had a vision of their society as a heaven on earth (a city upon a hill, the Puritans called
it) where its citizens could realize ·their highest aspirations and
thereby enjoy the good life denied most peoples in the world.
This mythology has become the substance of the American
Dream, a vision that has remained firm despite overwhelming
) evidence that for millions of Americans throughout our twohundred year history it has been just that - only a dream .
The Fall '86 Community of Learners will explore - through
the disciplines of history, literature, philosophy, and politics 1 the meaning of the American (?ream, the extent of its reality,
its strengths and limitations, and its effects on our c.ultwre today. The program will pursue the following questions: to whom
does the American Dream appeal? What is the price for its realization? Does its pursuit require giving up some freedoms? Were
(are) some races, classes, sexes favored over others? Is our notion of the dream the same as in previous generations?

I E-H 277X - SOUTHERN WOMEN (Carson and Williams)
From the antebellum era to the present, the history and
literature of the American South are filled with striking images
l
of Southern women: plantation belles, female slaves torn from
their families by unscrupulous masters, -hillbilly women with
hungry children, loyal servants taking care of their white folks •
in good times and bad. In this course we wilJ consider the history
I and literary representations of lower, middle, and upper class
Southern women, black and white. By examining the attitudes
of men toward women and of women toward themselves, we will
analyze the roles women have played in the context of the peculiar) ly Southern mixture of gender, race, and class.

PH 202 - AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY '(Edge)
This course will examine a representative selection of American
thought from Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758) to the twentieth cen- 1
tury. We will read selections from the early philosophical I
theologial)s, through the period of American Enlightenment, .. ;
well as the Transcendentalists, and finish with the Pragmatisb .
We will spend more time, relatively, on thi~ latter movement, particularly with James and Dewey. The aim of the course 1s to 1
discover those intellectual influences which have conspired to pro- 1
duce our unique American culture.
l
•
PO 160 - INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN POLITICS
(Greyson)
This course analyzes the dynamics of American politics, fo cusing on questions concerning the underlying principles of I
American political life, the relationship between democratic
freedom and economic equality, poverty, sexism, racial injustice,
and participation. We will pay speciaJ attention to the problems
America faces as a liberal capitalist state.
COL 201 COMMUNITY SEMINAR (Coleman)
The seminar will synthesize the material and ideas of the three
co-requisite courses. The agenda of the seminar wilJ be determined by the material covered in the three courses and in coor- I
dination with the interests of the community members. The principal aim of the seminar is to assist students in ovefcoming the ,
fragmentation of the academic experience.

*
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Selections from Brushing
A Politician's Wife

JANUARY 28, 1986
When I w~ barely five
I used to climb to the very
top of the trees in my yard.
My brother and I would stretch
to make it to the "tippy top"
(a tern coined by my brother.)
In my dreams I was the First •
Woman in space, a true pioneer;
The President congratulated me.
Each branch my foot depressed
brought me one step closer to
the craters on the moon.
Today as I looked on
with disbelieving eyes
my heart grew numb.
Since that time of
my tree-climbing days,
I have changed.
I am not astronaut material,
I am no scientist or doctor
or teacher with space-age enthusiasm.
But as the wind made
the white smoke wispy
I thought:
Could I ever be so brave?
ALICE MILLER

10/28/85

And I know I may be ridiculous
but pain is often incongruous t~ reality:
and -I'm watching without leave
from two tables away
your fallen grace
as you smoke remotely
like a sulky prince
negligently possessing the pushed-back .c hair
never looking around
.
flicking ashes backh~d.

CATHY COLLINS

Cserv.. with or witllelit trudmarksl

Head papers every day

- smiling politicians
drank coffee every day
,... crime tile same with no admissions.
Why does everything seem something else?
Our love,
me with_a blind adherence
and you a politician
once a name, now a fume
my heart replete, for you ~ no room.
You haunt my heart - the wounds
stili open
- enter hard-core lonliness
and pain that's so romantic
damn those broken dreams
and happy endings in fairy tals
Everything is something else - never
what it seems.
I fear the mad, desolate looks

the mirror's sending me ·these days
accelerating age leaves all images in
foggy haze.
·
my ever wandering mind
I once thought the "me" in~ide was
insane
and so did I
and so did myself.
the drunk who realizes the bottle's dry
monstrous apparitions, they make me
want to die
·
echoes
roars
I'm bullet-proof.

LISA WOODIE

The Spring '86 edition of Brushing will be distributed
early next week. Pick up your free copy in the English
Dept. office in Orlando Hall.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CLASS OF 1986
Manuel .\ndn.-s Kornprobst - Economk-s
.leffn.,· \\". Arnold - Compuk...- Scicn~c
Thomas P. Augspurger - E11\'ironmcntal
Studk-s
Glenn S. Austin - Philosophy
Robert B. Ayres• •Ir. - Philosophy

Cheryl\'. •'tynn _;_ Psychol~·
Ua,·id J. Fole\· Ill· - Political Scicm.-c
Alberto .I. fo.ntm;a - Political Scicm-c
.
~laria L. foremai1 - Biol~·
\'irginia A. •'redcrick - Crcath·e Art

Mark W. Gabriel - &'Onomics
Suzanne E. Gabriel - Biology
Elizabeth K. Baker - Elcmcntan·
Education
·
:\lichacl P. Gallagher - ~lathematics
Stephanie B. Glai1ce - English
Lillian C. Baker - Economics
Denise L. GleckeJ - Psychology
Robert .J. Baker - Political Science
Shc..-cna E. Goldhfatt - English
.lanu.-s 8. Barker - Economics
~ornrn P. Barry - Elementary Education William P. Gordon Anthropology/Sociology
~lichacl S. Baust - Economics
Malhar S. Gore:..... Chemistr,·•
Carla ll Beasley - Psychology
.Joseph F. Grant :·
.lulic K. Beckman - Foreign Languages
Anthropolog_~/Sociology
\\endy L. Bee.r hower - Economics
Mary A. Grant •_:_ English
Andrea S. Begley - Political Science
Stephanie R. Grant - History
Lloyd C. Berger - Economics
.lo Ann Gratz - Elementary Education
Susan ~I. Bergland - Art Histon·
Quentin L, Green II - Economics
.Jennifer C. Bexley - Philosophy.
Anna L. Greene :__ English
·.Jeffrey L. Bisson - Economics
Susan L. Gurtis - Economics
.Julie ~I. Blanchard - Art Historv
~lelinda A. Blankenburg - Psychology
.Jacqueline K. Haase Stacey E. Blattner - Philosophy
Anthropolog)·/Sociology
Carol-Anne Boler - Elementar,·
Louise S. Hale - English
Education
·
Patricia A. Hamiltmi - English
Carolyn S. Bondurant Devon L. Harmon - Psychology
Anthropology/Sociology
Patrick J. Harritigton - Elementary
.lohn H. Bonura - Biology
-&lucation - '
~lary E. Boothby - French
Diana F. Hart _ : s·panish
Blakeslee H. Botsford - Economics
.\(ary L. Hartzell - Psychology
Denis G. Bourguignon - Biology
Lori D. Hauber - Computer Science
Sandra E. Brown Elizabeth .A. Hauskc - ·Economics
Anthropolo~·/Sociology
Gary M. Haye~ ~ Econo11:1ics
Randall G. Cannon - Chemistry•
Ste,·en W. Hendrickson - Em·ironmental
Deborah J. Carlson - Psychology
Studies
Billielou Casciari - English
L<.,--slie .J. Henry - Anthropology/Sociology
.John A. Castino - *Area Studies
Deborah S. Herrington - Foreign
Robert Cesar D. Champion - Economics
Languages .
Stephanie S. Chapman - Elementary
.Amy S. Herriott Education
. Anthtopology/Sociology
Pamela H. Chase - Foreign Languages
Ellyn ~- Hiers - English
Sharon A. Christensen - English
Elisabeth J. Hiesmayr - International
Meredith D. Christian - Elementary
Relations
Education
Peter .J. Hillman ~ Economics
Tami L. Clausen - Psychology
Mark T. Hollfelder - Economics
Kathryn L. Cline - Psychology
Tr.acy L. Hollinger - Economics
Tanya L. Collins Susan E. Hynson - Elementary Education
Anthropology/Sociology
Eilam Isaak - Economics
Gregory ~1. Connors Adrienne S. Israel - Computer Science
Anthropology/Sociology
Robert T. Cook - Economics
jennifer D. .Jackson - French
Patricia M. Coomes - Computer Science Walter F. Janela _ Latin American
Eleanor V. Cornell - Theatre Arts
Studies
E,·elyn A. Corriere Elizabeth R. Johnson - En\'ironmental
Anthropology/Sociology
Studies
Anthony M. Cortizas - Economics
Sarah F. Johnston - Political Science
Anthropology/Sociology
Alistair .J. Craig - International Relations Andrew L. Kasli.el - Political Science
Carolyn Cra-y - Biology
Elizabeth J. Kearney - Economics
Dm·id A. Creath - English
Randall C. Kenney - Computer Science
Ste,-cn L. Creel - ~Arca Studies
Andrew P. Kieffer - Economics
Gemma M. Crews - Latin American
Deborah L. Kimble - Economics
Studies
Charles S. Kinney - Economics
Stephen A. Crout - ·Eco116mics
~laria C. Kolettis - Psychology
Debra Konner - Anthropology/Sociolog_v
Mary E. D'Albora - Psychology
Eric .J. Kraut_ Psychology
Danielle ~I. Daoud-Lares - lnternati~nal Tracy B. Kuller - Elementary Education
Relations
\
Paula D. KunnaJh - Economics
Sandra L. Da,·is - Computer Science \
Mark L. LaFontaine - English
Stephen D. •Da,•is - ~lathematics
;
John
P. Ledbetter - Economics
Billings Day - English
Cheryl D. Le,·ine - Art History
.Joseph ~- DeBaise II - Economics
Thomas B. Lloyd - International
ThonJas ~(. DiGiacomo - Economics '
Relations
Andrew D. Oiodati - Political Science
Jeffrey
A. Lockett - Creative Art
Denise ~(. Dorsey - Economics
William T. Long - Economics
Susanne K. Dring - English
Michael E. Longnecker - Economics
David 8. Ebbels - Biology
Sherrie A. Lo,·eda~· Mark E. Eckert - Economics
!
.-\nthropology/Sociol~·
Margaret A. Edginton - Economics
April S. Maney - Theatre Arts
Fred H. Else. Jr. - English
Camille F. ~larchese - English
Alison A. Fe1mick - Biology
Arthur J. Margulies - Economics
Amelia E. Fiedling - j)Area Studies
Anthropol~·/Sociology
R)'BD J. Flanipn - Economk'S
Jennifer R. ~larino - Music
Sanierio M. Flemma II - Economics

Anthony R. ~lastrangelQ - &.'Onomi~-s
Christopher A ..Matthews - &'Onomk-s
Laurin K. Matth~•ws - Elementary
·
Educatiofi
Pc~· 0. McClintock - Creath·c Art
Sharon~- ~k-Connell Anthropolo~·/Sociology
Daniel C. McD~·cr - Chculist11·
Lindsay S. ~lcGlconon Anthropolo~·/Sociology
Melissa 8. McIntyre - Art History
Elementary Education
Mary L. Mc~amara - English
Carolina l. .\le.iia - English
Celia ~I. ~lendcz - Economics
Anthony .J. :\lendez I[ - Physics
Brian S. ~leyer - Ecoaiomics
Dana D. ~(eyer - Elementary Education
Alice R. ~liller - English
Todd W. .\lilner - Economics
Deborah L. ~lilon - Riolo~·
.\[iriam }I. ~liranda - Latin American
Studies
.Janc_t E. Molchan - Economics
Todd R. ~lorrison - International
Relations
\'ictoria \'. Mutch - Creath·e Art

Siobhan M. Shields Anthropol~·/Sociolo~·
~lichacl R. Sick - ·&'Onomk-s
.Jenifer L. Silar - Art lliston·
Robert D. Silcott - Economi cs
D~nielc Siln.~tri - Economk-s
~lcrrl:11. ~I. Simmons - Computer•
Robert W. Simmons. Jr. - Economics
Kc,·in 8. Smith - Physics
,James E. Sober• .Ir. - ~lathcmatics
Deborah A. Sokolowski - Elcmcntan·
Education
·
.Jennifer B. Speer - Psycholog_,·
Kristine L. Springer - English
Gregory :X. Stake - Economic ·
Al!isoi1 M. Standish - English
.James G. Stclzcnmuller I\' Economics
Theodore J. Strickland - Chemistry
0

Sara E. Taylor - Art History
Christopher .J. Thorpe - English
Roslyn .J. Tulin - Art History
Charlene G. Turner - Biolog_,·
Kenneth I. \'an Cott Ill - Philosophy
aa1<I Religion

Victoria L. \'erbit Coleen E. ~a~· - Economics
.-\nthropolotv/Sociolo~·
.\lichael D. ~apoliello - Economics
Cynthia A. \'iapiano - Psychology
Thomas M. ~arut - Economics
Adam D. :Xeale - Em-_irom!1ental Studies Geraldine C. )onDcmleux Elementary Educatioi1
Clu~s A. :Xewton - Creath·e Art
Katryna H. ~icholson - Spanish
.\nne S. Walker - Economics
Timothy .-\. Walko Emily E. O'Leary - Psychology
Anthropolo~·/Sociolo~·
.Julie H. Oling - Psycholo~·
Glenda ~l. Wamacc - English•
Peter K. Ormsby - Political Science
-Thomas .I. Palmer - Economics
Terri Parker - English
.John H. Partin - Economics
William D. Peisner - Psycholo~·
Dana E. Peterson Authropolo~· /Sociolo~·
Dudley R,- Phenix - Political Science
Peter L. Pollock - Economics
Kenneth S. Potter - Economics
Alice C. Powell - English
Gregory P. Powers - Economics
Samuel F. Pulitzer - Economics
Elaine Pysicwski - Elementary Education
.Jennifer S. Quinn - Elementa11·
Education
Mohamed I. Rawahy - English
Hope A. Read - Creati\'e Art
Paula L. Rehfeld - Creative Art
Marc S. Reicher - Economics
Susan E. Reitz - Physics
Mary E. Rems~urg - Elemental")'
Educati(?ll
.John A. Richards - Theatre Arts
Kim ~.. Richards - International
Relations•
Donna L. Rollins - English
Elizabeth S. Roof - Economic•~
Raymond J. Rowell - Chemistry•
John P. Roy - Economics
Jennifer L. Ryan - International
Relations
Ste,·en H. Samaha - Economics
David . Sarney - English
Bart R. Saunders - Political Science
Robert R. Saunders - English
Kevin E. Schilbrack - Philosophy and
Religion•
Ronald C. Schott - Foreign Languages
Cynthia L. Schwartz - Psychology
Dorothy D. Seay Anthropology /Sociol~·
Dale M. Seigel - Psycholo~·
Da,·id H. Seligson - Pre-Engineering
\'h·ienne T. Sequeira - Political Science
Arthur W. Sesselberg, Jr. Histon·
1
Richard n Sherman - Economics

Lynn D. Warmack - Economics
Laura A. Wasowicz - Economics
Gary M. Waterman - Ps~·cholo~·
Matthew' E. West - Political Science•
.Jennifer H. Wheeler - Crcati\'c Art
Edward D. Wirth Ill - Physics•
G'--orge II. Whitney - History
Kathryn L. Whitney - English
Carl F. Wilhelm - Computer Science
Scott E. Williams - Creative Art
Susan ~I. Williams - English
Sc.'Ott E. Wilmeth - Eco,1omics
Thomas P. Wilson Anthropolo~·/Sociology
Todd A. Wishart - Economics
William A. Wood - Philosophy*
Dina Woody - Foreign Languages
Da,·id A. Zarou - English
Dagmara L. Zeidenbergs - Music
Deneen M. Zulli - Economics

•HONORS PROGRAM

"Noel Coward's HAY FEVER at the Annie Russell
Theatre''
The Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins College condudN
the fifty-fourth season on May 10 with perlonnances ol
Noel Coward's frolicksome comedy, HAY FEVER. l'erlormances are scheduled in the Rollins College theater May
2 through May 10 at 8:00 p.m.
The title "Hay Fever" actually has no bearing on the
play. Noel Coward said in an interview shortly after the
play opened that the title doesn't mean anything. Originally his comedy about the eccentricities of a oncefamous retired actress, had been titled "Still Life." Then,
prior to a London opening, a story was published under
that title and the name of the play had to be changed.
Coward and his secretary had to think of something else
in a hurry and as he put it," somehow we hit on 'Hay
Fever' and that's all there is to it"
At the New York opening critics tried to guess what the
enigmatic title meant. One critic thought the title was in
reference to the time of the play's actions - late summer. Alexander Wolcott, New York's most celebrated critic
at the time wrote in his review that "in the late summer
the impulse to tread the boards once more becomes like
a devouring ailment." It was two weeks later that Noel
Coward admitted that, like Shakespeare's " Twelfth Night,"
his title was purely arbitrary.
The Annie Russell Theatre's production of HAY FEVER
is being directed by Dr. Charles Rogers with design by
Dale F. Amlund. For further information or ticket reservations, call the Annie Russell T/J1atre box office at
646-2145.
.
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Back row / to r: Johnnv 1-fardin_q, A/Jee 0memeram, Cleo. Aoril Maney First row I to r.: Barbara Ward, Eddie Bowz.

Lee & Ricks
by Kathryn Fields, John Joplin,
Ed Sides and Jason Vitrup

•

The familiar smell of seafood combined with the
enticing aroma of deep fryers fills the already hazy
air. The room is dimly lit by neon beer signs and
shaded , overhead lights. The tables are relatively
close together, barely giving anyone room to sit
comfortably. In the background noises are intermingling from the television and the radio, only to be
occasionally drowned out by the continuous clatter of oyster shells being thrown away. In the corner of the room a group cheers as someone proposes a toast. The shuckers and waitresses are
wearing T-shirts and jeans, nothing fancy, just practical and comfortable. These are jus·t a few aspects ,
of a typical oyster bar, except the -one we elected
to visit and had the pleasure of dining at recently,
Lee & Ricks of Maitland, Florida.
As we entered Lee & Ricks one of the first things
we noticed was its extraordinarily atypical atmosphere. We agreed that this did not fit our collaborative description of an average oyster bar. The
rooms were well lit and r~diated the image of a family
restaurant. We took places at the oyster bar instead
of being seated_at a table. As we sat waiting to place
our orders we began to observe our surroundings.
We all agreed that Lee & Ricks had a pleasant atmosphere highlighted by the unique interior design. On
the walls were assorted nautical paintings, some of
which were lifesize and transmitted realistically the
feeling of being on the seashore. We also noticed ·
that the layout was convenient and well planned.
The oyster bar was in a completely different room
from the dining area. This floor plan allowed us to
escape from the screaming babies and cigarette
smoke that inevitably go hand-in-hand with a family
oriented dining establishment.
While we were observing our new surroundings
our shucker arrived and introduced himself as
' 'Sweet Henry''. We placed our orders which ranged
from raw oysters to a cheeseburger. During our brief
wait while our meals were being prepared, Sweet
Henry and his cohorts entertained us. The oysters
were from the coast of Texas and proved to be quite
fresh and juicy, both steamed and raw. The cheeseburger and appetizer of fried mushrooms were a
slight bit greasy, but still very edible.
Sweet Henry turned out to be a very fast shucker
and a good conversationalist. We tried in a vain attempt to eat the oysters as fast as he could shuck
them, but to no avail. And, of course, Henry made
jokes about oysters being an aphrodisiac while we
continued to indulge ourselves. After we devoured
two buckets of oysters and an order of fried shrimp
we decided to pay our tab and leave. Henry brought
us our checks and we discovered that the prices at
Lee & Ricks were very reasonable and fair. However,
the entrees would have been much better if t'1ey
were a dollar or so cheaper.
Lee & Ricks Oyster Bar Is a fine example of good
food and good service, and even though the prices

may be a little steep, the quality and quantity make
every penny worth it. We would recommend Lee &
Ricks to anyone who is looking tor a good oyster bar
because they do Uve up to their motto ot "'tbu'nt
only a stranger once''.

LOCAL CONCERTS
by Rick Juergens
· The jukebox is not errough for you and your turntable broke?
Well have no fear, Decades is here! I had the pleasure the other
night to experience this unique bar and I was very pleased .by
the time I left. I couldn't remember the band that was playing
but they sou_
nded good (loud , but good). Since I wanted to return
to this exciting place of live music I decided to call Decades
.and ask them what bands were coming soon.· And this is the
list that was recited to me:

May
May
May
Mav
May
May

8th, 9th, and 10th - Shades of Grey ·
13th and 14th - Primates, (Athens, Ga.)
16th, 17th, and 18th - Jah Sons B~bylon
20th ;inrl ?1st - Locals Only (Melbourne)
22nd - New Suburbans
23rq and 24th - Walking Cliche's

You think that Central Florida is dead? You want to see more
live concerts and more entertainment? Wwwwwweeeeelllll
Wwwwwiillllbbbbeeeeeerrr! I thH'lk that you all need a new entertainment research artist. But since one is not available, I will
fry to inform you of the upcoming concerts at Cheek to Cheek
Lounge. On May the fifth America will be appearing and let me
add a personal note of approval. These guys are great! (I realize
that this article will be published after they have performed but
·who's fault is that?) Next up is Phoebe Snow and she will sing
songs like ''.Poetry Man' ' and ' 'Never Letting Go' '. After Phoebe
comes the legendary Al Stewart. His concert will include ''Time
Passages'' and ''The Year of the Cat''. I have to also add another
seal of approval just because of his piano solo before ' 'The Year
of the Cat''. And then there is Kenny Rankin, a very low key and
easy listening artist. He will sing such songs as ''Silver Morning " and "After the Roses". Most of these tickets are on sale
now. Just call the Villa Nova (644-8606) and ask for Mary Ann
(Monday-Friday from 9-5) . The Cheek to Cheek is a perfect place
to appreciate artists such as these and once again you should
take advantage of the resources offered . By t~e way, you ca~
see me live at the Villa Nova on May 26th, 1995.

9tll .• di
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To Live and Die
.Somewhere on
the West Coast

A seasoned blend of meats cooked to perfection, served on
Pita bread, tomatoes, onions, and a special sour cream and chive
dip. This is the recipe of an item on the menu of Stavro's Pizza
Place. It's the original recipe of the traditional Greek dish called
a gyro and its description only belittles the taste of this addictive Greek specialty.
I have personally gone on a city-wide quest for the perfect
Gyro, and have found the Holy Grail in my own back yard.-Stavro's
Pizza Place, located at 140 W. Fairbanks Avenue (right next to
Baily's) just recently had its grand opening in Winter Park. With
Jason's down the street and the failing of Mother's and the Pizza Pub, this location is not ideal, but they seemed to have chosen
their priorities well. They do Greek foo.d and pizzas, and they
do them well.
The gyros ($3.25) have a very moist and distinctive taste, while
the pizzas are healthy in toppings with a rich, homemade crust.
And if you get a little thirsty while eating, pitchers are just $3.25.
The ambiance is similar to the past with a relaxed bistro set-ting, but the concentration is on the food.
For those who have a sweet tooth, the Baklava is a natural
(we would call it sinfully good in the F & B Business). A small
Greek salad consisting of feta cheese, sliced tomatoes and anchovies is served with all the pasta dinners. They are kind enough
to inquire if you would like anchovies on your salad or not. The
service is casual and genuine, which adds to the restaurant's
relaxed attitude. This is a good place to take your girlfriend, and
even a first date. Especially if she is Greek and yqu are poor.

ZELO Debuts
The date was May 2, 1986, and it began just like every other
day did - with a sunrise and the sudden, obnoxious noise of
an alarm. This was not an ordinary day, ~ecause this was the
day Winter Park was to be the proud home of a new, exciting
magazine. ZELO was about to hit the stands, and the first place
to put this avant garde magazine on their rack was the Rollins
bookstore. I was on the scene to witness this moment of truth
and dignity as ZELO was revealed to the public.
_, The magazine was formed by some freelance writers and college students. Writers who participated in a special, winter issue
put out by the SANDSPUR were approached and asked to put
together a piece for the community, -and they responded very
enthusiastically.
Phil Pyster, Jay Werba, Diana Chrisis, Justine Deming, and
Bobby Davis all have had a heavy hand in contributing to the
magazine, which is modeled after Interview
ZELO has conversations with Jesse and Evelyn Stone (Jesse
a rhythm and blues player and Evelyn a singer), Chuck Jones
(a cartoonist), Manual Puig (the author of "Kiss of thB Spider
Woman"), and Al Byrd (owner and chef of Mother's Kitchen).
There are also articles about the secret side of the carnival, the
increasing popularity of books, the struggle of a small record
store, a touching story about interracial marriage, the recent
history of Tiny Tim, and an accurate article about Ronald Reagan.
ZELO means zeal in Italian, and the effort put into this magazine
only reflects the enthusiastic, professional and creative attitudes
with the right personal touch that balances this unique first issue.
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by Billy Jim Joe Bubba Bab

OK, imagine if Clint Eastwood was on Miami Vice and MTV
was doin' the soundtrack, and you've got some idea of what
this movie's about. Lots of gunfire. Lots of clothes. Lots of music.
There's these two Secret Service guys, and sometimes they
get to hang around the president and stop these guys who look
like Kaddafi from jumpin' off buildings and blowin' themselves
up for God or something, but most of the time they get to chase
this weird_ guy who looks like Lurch from the Adams Family and
stop him from makin' fake 20 's and bumpin' off people.
Major plot twists in the first 10 minutes of the movie. Major
plot twists in the middle of the movie. Major plot twists in the
last 10 minutes of the movie. Lotsa sex during the whole movie.
The most amazing car chase ever filmed, including at least
two minutes of driving the wrong way on the freeway. An OJ
Simpson chase through the airport. A three minute lesson on
counterfittin ' (Set to music).
On-screen major head wounds: 3. Off-screen major head
wounds: Z Breasts: 4. Pints of blood: 65. Implied unnatcheral
sex (you know what I'm ta/kin' about): 2. Gratuitious dwarfs:
2. Heads hit with blunt objects: 3. Kung Fu, Bimbo fu. Columbian statute fu. Prison yard tu. Suspension bridge tu. Sports car _
tu. Tobbaco spitting tu.
My only complaint; wimpy title song by some Japanese band
__ . Wank somethingorother. Anyway, four stars. Check it out.
Too bad Rollins doesn't have a drive-in .

::: ::::: :::: ::: ::: :: :::: :: ::::::::::::: :::::::: ::: :::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::: :::::::: :
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Tucker Smith and Rick Juergens (with a
little help from Newguy)

You could feel the excitement and
history as America took the stage last
Monday night at Cheek to Cheek lounge.
Songs like "Sandman" and "A Horse
With No Name'' brought the audience to
its feet for ovations that lasted five to ten
minutes. If we were asked to point out one
. aspect of this concert that added to the
excellence, it would be timing. Michael
Woods and his lead guitar complimented
the elastic duo of Gary Beckley and Dewey
Bunnel. There was a hint of professionalism in the air but once we got back
stage and had a chance to chat·with the
stars their casual sides were revealed. Tuck & Rick: Tell us a little.bit about how
you got started.
Dewey: High School Bands then in '69
we -began writing our own music. Then
one thing led to another and we were in
the right place at the right time. The next
thing we were playing with Pink Floyd and Elton John. We did a tour with Cat
Stevens. It-was great,, a whirlwind type of
thing.
T&R: Who ·were the right people?
Dew: Well, we ran into a couple of D. J.
types in London. They run the thing in one
central location, you don't have to go to
New York or Miami. Everything was right
there at our fingertips. We played a couple of dates at a pub and this D.J., Bob
Harris, had us on the air and they play you
live. The reaction was good. A couple of
guys from Warner Brothers took us under
their wing in a managerial capacity and
that was it. We did a lot of touring up and
down. We went to Holland and played in
the psychedelic bars for six weeks.
T&R: You must have had fun.
Dew: Yeah, the good old days to a
degree . .. it was just a great time. We
were still young whipper-~nappers.

T&R: Why the name ~merica?
Dew: You know I guess, at that
time . .. being out of the country. .. it was
a real impact name. Chicago . had just
come out, there was a degree of
patriotism and sort of home sickness
about it. The names, in the beginning, that
you really want for a band is just an impact name. It just catches your attention
and then the music takes over. You know
Pink Floyd, the name kind of grabs you
and then the music floats into the
foreground.'! think that is. what a name
is for is ·to grab your attention and America
certainly does that.
·
·
T&R: You mentioned Pink Floyd and Cat
Stevens. Are there any other bands that
have influenced you at all?
Dew: The biggest single influence would
have to be George Martin, producer of the
Beatles. We .developed a strong relationship with him and ideally he taught us
sophistication. We have a wide spectrum
of listening . .. we liste_n to everything. We
like(} all the American west coast players
and enjoyed our friendships with people
like the Eagles, Joni.Mitchell and Jackson
Brown. We felt like we were part of the
magical scene.
T&R: What happened to Dan Peek? .
Dew: He became a Born-Again Christian. His life wasn 't really what he wanted
it to be. We're still brothers and everything
but at that time he couldn't cut it. That
time was just the right time for him to
leave and he .kind of saved himself really.
We are happy for him . .. some people,
well all of us, we reach points where we
are cut off from our original goals and you
lose perspective. If you can't get out of
that, that feeling, for a year or a number
of years, you see yourself as basically lost.
We'veallbeenthereatsomepointoranother
and you have to make really rational deci-

sions when that.hits you. But sometime
people feel bad and they move on.
T&R:.A lot of your work comes from th
60's-and lO's, a period that was real active politically and socially. How do you
think this era affected your music?
Dew: We took the lighter side of music.
We never really wanted to get involved too
politically. Maybe it may have been our
· military upbringing in the service and you
learn diplomacy because you are in different states and different countries so you
don't really develop any strong opinions
one way or another. That's for survival
reasons. You know when you go to a new
school you don J want to lay trips on people who have lived there all their lives. So
you sit back and watch a little more for
your own good. I think we carried that on
into life. a little _bit, it's -more tun.
... We tried to sing a happier sort of
Doo Doo De Doo Doo. I think that helped
keep us sane.
T&R: What about the future? Any
albums or videos coming up?
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Dew: We are in kind of a transition stage
T&R: So, an album is on the way?
EXTRA, EXTRA, EXTRA! This just in. Rollins Colright now, we haven't really gotten into the
Dew: Oh, cet1ainly, we are not about to
lege does have a radio station! I know this must be hard tJ
video game at all . .. we did a couple things
give up. We'll know when it's time. We
to believe but yes , it's true. WPRK, 91.5 on your F.M. f
dial, is your radio station . So take advantage of this M that didn't impress us. Really our main
have spent a lot of time in Europe and our
grand opportunity and tune in! Your ears will love Y?U. !
popularity has wained in the US. But we're
If you're sitting around with nothing to do from nine {). objective right now is writing our own
o'clock to eleven every night except f.or Sunday then I
material again. The last few years we
ready to come home, work our album and
switch that dial to, you guessed it, 91.5 on your F.M. dial. i
Stuart Grace is the most casual D.J. a listener could I spent seeking outside help a lot more than
do the conventional thing and see what
ask for on a Monday night. On Tuesday nights there are f
we probably should have been. We took
happens.
the humorous but absurd Sylvia Backus and Rick }.~
Juergens. If you really want to roe~ out, Ginn~ Williams I a lot of rewrites and outside material but
and Jenny Zimmerman follow with Alternative music !)
and Hardcore on Wednesday nights. Thursday riights I in the last six months to a year we really .
are just plain special with Margaret O 'Sullivan. Of f{
have been doing our best at writing much
T&R: ''A Horse With No Name'' is one
course Friday nights are a night to remember and Melin- ~
of your classics. What is the meaning of
more . .. and we want to play a little
da Blankenberg makes it easy. The week finishes with fi
some nostalgia from the 50 's and 60's with D.J. Ed Nor- I
more . . .we we~t through a period where
this song?
ton on Saturday night. And if you are in the mood for j
a little relaxing , classical music plays everyday from R we wanted a lot of players and different
noon to nine at night. There are other special programs i
producers and try all these new mixincluding sportscasts, news, religious services, and ;
educational programming that are broadcast from time I
ers . .. we kind of replaced everything but
Dew: There's no real meaning in it. It 's
to time. For more informatioan call the radio station , at I
ourselves to a degree in an effo/1 to recapx2398 or x2372. Ask for Gordon Fraser (General ~
just one of those ambiguous songs. I supManager) or Melinda Blankenburg (Music Director). Hey
ture
the
market,
I
suppose.
You
want
to
pose over the years people have their own
remember, busy ears m~ke h~ppy ear~ and without f.~
happy I wouldn't be making this corny Joke.
keep up with costs and record sales . .. we
feelings about it and that 's fine with me.
D
never have been too good at changing our
Basically for me I was inspired by the
I~
act like following Punk Rock or New Wave.
desert . .. I like the outdoors, I'm a scuba
Nobody would ever buy that from us
diver, I'm kind of a hiker and I've always
anyway. So I think this year I have been
been into wildlife. The desert is one of my
pleased with some of the stuff I've been
favorite personal places in the world, I
writing the pas( four or five months.
·catch reptiles and play with snakes and
that sort of inspired me when I was in
England there's nothing even like a desert
over there. So basically that what it is, the
sights and sounds of the desert and if
.there is no meaning then that's fine.
by Rick Juergens
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At this point Gary Beckley came outside
and was about to say something that
coUld be incriminating so we were aske(j
'to turn our taperecorder off. But when we
were talking later again to Dewey he stated
,. ,.- _. that the Beach Boys had a great influenc~
on them. They loved songs like ''I Get
Around" and "Baberann" and had played
. . : .· Vyith them once.. Dewey also said that
· .,__ · most bands, at some point in time are in:il; ,-·lJiienced by the Beach Boys. Well, it was
time tor the concert so we grabbed a
qQcktail and enjqy_ed. I thought this concert was better ihfln the last one and as
the -band came back on stage for an encote to please 148 ctz.aotic crowd I lookfW
· ..· ·vvetat Tucker aifiJ.could read the expre sibn on his face. ''California Dreaming''
was their last song and Tucker's face said,
"This is great!" God bless America.
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Head For
The Mountains
at Bush
by Rick Juergens
Life is like a movie in the sense that we are all actors
and the world is our stage. ''Act well thy part for there
thy ~onor lies! '' (Thespus and the motto of the Thespian
Society} . If you take this seriously then you should try
t~ relax and entertain yourself on Friday and Saturday
nights at Bush Auditorium . At 7:00 on these nights there
are films ~eing shown , and by golly, they are carefully
selected Just to keep the Rollins Community entertained. If you did not go last week you missed Richard
P_ryor in Bl~e _Collar. On the ninth and tentb of May To
Live and Die in L.A. shows you some of the beautiful
~alifornia_ scenery. (Not to mention some plain old
violence!) The following week on the sixteenth and
seventeenth, Jagged Edge will premier on the Rollins
Campus. (Contrary to popular belief, this is not a course
description of Dr. Edge's Fall Term class.) A peek at the
future for next year: A View to Kill , Eye of the Needle,
and Electric Dreams. So if you are bushed , head on
over to the auditorium and kick back, relax and enjoy.
"Hey, could you stop hogging the popcorn and pass
it over here!"
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the Clash - Cut the Crap (Epic)
It we were rating these albums with stars, the Clash
would owe us a few Not that Cut the Crap is useless it does have some utility, but only if you like playing
frisbee.
Joe Strummer and Paul Simonon have signed three
new members to the band, and I'd print their names, but
why bother? They were unknowns before they joined the
Clash and likely to stay that way after this album. The
song titles seem to be statements: "We are the Clash';
"This is England" and "Life is Wild " (To which I reply,
"No Kidding'; "No, it's the BO's '; ''And Then You Die").
I wish old Joe would get a clue, and soon. Better to
check out Mick Jones' new band, Big Audio Dynamite.
Mick should be glad he was tossed out of the Clash.
The Cure - The Head on the Door (Elektra). A longtime favorite in their native England, the Cure has only
recently gained notice in America beyond a small core
of fans. Led by Robert Smith, former guitarist for Souixsie and the Banshees, the band certainly fits into the

category of'Bhtish wave, but without the heavy reliance
on k~yboards and drum machines. The Cure's basis for
sound is the guitar, with other instruments added in that
you wouldn't normally expect on a rock album - saxophone, strings, classical guitar, even a Kyoto. Smith's
vocals are unusual. I wouldn't call his voice melodious,
or even tuneful, but it holds the songs and matches the
weird intensity of the lyrics.
The Head on the Door has produced two dance
s_ingles "In Between Days'_'and "Close to Me''. The remix
of "Close to Me" is twice as long as the original song
on the album, adding an ,extra minute or two of horns
at the beginning. It 's well worth buying if you can find
it. "Six Different Ways '; "Push'; and the "Kyoto Sons"
also stand out as excellent cuts.
. The Head on the Door s_eems more accessible than
some of the Cure's earlier albums. Still, it has not gotten much commercial airplay, perhaps because the band
hasn't lost its quirf<y sound. I hope they never do. _
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French article
cushion
t1 Ached
t9 Grain
2-1 Short sleep
23 Southwestern
Indian
24 Paradise
26 Conducted ·
28 Antlered animal
31 Noise
33 Born
35 Health resort
36 Therefore
38 Own
41 Teutonic deity
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45 Dance step
47 Boast
49 Hail!
51 Stone structure
54 Hindu cymbals
56 Guido's high
note
58 Meadow
59 Sofa
62 Antlered animal
64 Forenoon
65 Consumed
66 Fish sauce
68 Otherwise
70 Equality
71 Level
72 Obtained

1 Beg
2 Equally
3 Cover
4 Foot lever
5 Owner's risk:
abbr.
6 Burst
7 Brother of
Jacob
8 Doctrines
9 Mature
10 Seed container
11 Century plant
16 Article
18 Possessive
oronoun

20 Spread for
drying
22 Dreamily
thoughtful
25 Pinch
27 River in
Scotland
29 Simian
30 Long, slender
fish
32 Neither's
partner
34 The sixth sense:
abbr.
36 Cry
37 Paddle
39 Ocean
40 Carpenter's t ool

42 Simpleton
44 Unit of
Portuguese
~urrencv
43 More obese
46 Sodium chloride
48 Ship channel
50 Choose
52 Smallest
number
53 Crippled
55 Page of book
57 Symbol for
aluminum
59 Weaken
60 Greek letter
61 Cloth measure
63 Beer barrel
67 Babylonian
deity
69 Behold!
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The Year In Review
We're back! After a brief sabbatical, the Sandspur lives
again. For the last issue, what better than a Sportsbeat:
The Year In Review article? If we hadn't had that Sandspur "Swiss account" this year, I had planned on doing
an all-intramural basketball team, baseball team-by-team
predictions, plus the old reliable Sportsbeats; but hindsight's 20/20, and if my aunt had a beard, she'd be my
uncle! In other words, I '11 take what I can get and we'll
be· on the right track next year.
These excerpts from earlier articles are some predictions
and comments I made on various teams and athletes. I
was right on some, off on others. It's all here though, so
you can judge for yourself.
Vikings: "Fran Tarkenton and two other big boys from
Minneapolis bought 48% of the Minnesota Vikings. If
he's as good an owner as he was a QB, the Yikes will have
an incredible front office~' I fo.und out from the general
manager of the Vikings' son about all of the behind the
scenes details regarding the sale. I want to take back the
Tarkenton statement until the sale and controversy is out
of court; I promised my source I'd wait until then to comment. It's an interesting story 1 hope to write on next year
when it's all over.
·
Raiders: "The LA Raiders sure helped themselves by
trading for Philadelphia LB Jerry Robinson. Robinson,
a pro-bowler from UCLA, will be a super addition:'' He
didn't really play until late season, and that was only on
certain passing downs. However, the Raiders say he' II be
in the scheme of things this season. Tampa Bay: "When are the Tampa Bay Buccaneers going to employ QB Steve Young? ... Steve Deberg just
hasn't cut the mustard at all'.' Deberg actually did his best,
however, Young finally started the last six weeks. Also announced was Steve Young will be the #1 QB for the Bucs
·
this ·season.
-Boston Celtics: "I think the Celtics could be in trou-

ble in the late season. Walton hasn't been doing much,
forcing Bird, Mchale, and Pa;ish to ptay 40 or more
minµies a night. Remember; you heard it here first!' Bill
W.a-lton ·has improved 100% and totally changed the
amount of time the three starters have -to play. I take the
miss on rriy early season call.
Manute Bot: "I'd say he's not ready to muscle-up with
Moses Malone, but give him time:• He set an NBA rookie
· shot-block record and had to start about half the season

for the Bullets. For a second round pick, he could

deservedly be called rookie-of-the-year in my book.
Speaking of Books . ..
Howard Cosell: "I read an excerpt from his book, f
Never Played The Game~ a bitter recollection by a bitter
man . . . I like Howard, but not his book '. ' I finally read
his book in its entirety, and I actually liked it. Yes, he
burned some people, but it was a very interesting book
for behind-the-scenes information.
Peter Ueberroth: "I can't wait to read Peter Ueberroth's
new book Made In America: The 1984 Olympic Games:'
I read it in two weeks over Christmas vacation and absolutely loved it. Next prediction for Ueberroth after
baseball:· the White House or Senate.
. Jay Johnstone: "The book I started this week is Temporary Insanity, by Jay Johnstone. Johnstone, a reserve
for the Dodgers, is a notorious practical joker and
storyteller. I'll get back to you when I'm finished.' It went
quick and I laughed all the way. If you like baseball ...
go with it!
Pittsburgh Pirates: "Look for a young team next spring
training in Bradenton, Florida:• Young is an understatement. This is a whole new team starting from scr~tch!
The playoff race: "The NY Mets have been tough and
were corning on in the end, but I think the Cards witl held
on to win:'' They did. "George Brett and the Kansas City
Royals have been tough and the ·race is ·neck ·and neck; ·
but I think the Angels will hold on in th; west:' They
didn't.
World Series: "I'll go on record picking ... the. Cardinals!" It was a 50/50 chance, .J took it on the chin!
My prediction all year: "Remember you heard it here
first: CBS will get exclusive rights to .the 1987 Pan
American Games in Indianapolis, Indiana;.' An_nou_n ced
just two weeks ago: CBS wori the-rights .to th~ 1987 P_an
. American Games. ·
· ..
. · . · .
This is it for f985~l986. Any comments 'd irect to me at
Sportsbeat, ·box 29.25. Have good summet H.ere-are µiy .
year-end predictions to ·watch until we arrive-t,ad next fall'.'

a

Predictions: ·
·
, ·
··
• First pick in the NFL draft:' Bo Jac~son,, :A~bl_lrh. ·.
• First pick in the NBA dra(t: Kenny Walker, Ke1_1tutky.
•O.J. Simpson will go ·t o CBS from ABC
.
• John McEn.r oe will win the ·u.s. Open . . '
• Gene Shue will replace George Irvine :asJndiana ·Pacer.s
head coach:
.,
.
• The USFL/NFL la~suit won't ·be se_ttle? _by ~ext fall. ·
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ROLLINS RECEIVES GRA T FROM
BERT W. MARTIN FOU DATIO

Rollins College ha received a 100,000
grant from the Ben W. Manin Foundation of San Marino, Ca., for the construction of a new tennis complex on the
67-acre Winter Park campus.
The new facility will double existing
court space, according to President Thaddeus Seymour, and include lighting and
sfadium seating which will enable Rollin
to host tournaments and special event .
The facility, which will be built at a
location near the existing Enyart-Alumni
Fieldhou e, is part of a ma ter-plan,
Seymour said, to add and upgrade port
and recreational facilitie aero the cam pus, Seymour said that the College hope
to raise funds to add a new racquetball/ handball fitness facility, expand the
field house, and construct a new boathouse
within the next three to fi ve year .
Seymour aid the new tenni facility \\.ill
enable Rollins to better meet the demand
of its competitive sports pro!,ram, physical
education classes, student/faculty recreational needs, and youth sports programs
offered through the Division of Non-Credit
Programs.
Seymour called the Martin grant ''a
generous and outstanding contribution to
the quality of campus life at Rollins?' He
said that the Martin "Centennial gift"
will be enjoyed by members of the campus for many years to come.
Tenn~s has a long tradition at Rollins
according to Seymour. "The first courts
were constructed in 1891, and students
bave excelled in the sport ever since;' he
.
said.
.Since 1939, Rollins has produced more
women players on the professional circuit
E-han any Qther small college in the country. Names like Pauline Betz Addie, '43,
Shirley Fry, '49, Wendy Overton, '69,
Mona Schallau Guerrant, '71, Rayni Fox,
'.77 artd Wendy White, '82, have kef)t
·Rollins in the forefront of women's tennis
for years.
·Last year, senior Brian Tulgo was named
~All-American, and won the NCAA Division
11 men's singles championship.
· ·:: . Seymour said the Bert W. Martin Foun. · :.d.a t:ion has been a long-time friend and
b~nefacior to the college. In recent years
it has contributed to the construction of
. the A.lforid -Baseball Stadium and to the ·
automation of the new Olin Library.

SANDSPUR SPDRTS .STAFF .1986 MAJDR 'LEAGUE'BASEBA-LL PREDICTIONS
GREGG KAYE

JEFF McCDRM1cK'~' ..

METS
CUBS
CARDINALS
EXPOS,
PHILLIES
PIRATES

REDS
DODGERS
.PADRES
ASTROS
BRAVES
GIANTS

METS
CUBS
CARDJNALS
EXPOS
PHILLIES
PIRATES

BLUE JAYS
TIGERS
YANKEES
ORIOLES
INDIANS
RED SOX
BREWERS

TWINS ·
ROYALS
WHITE SOX
RANGERS
ANGELS
ATHLETICS
MARINERS

BLUE JAYS
YANKEES
TIGERS
ORIOLES
INDIANS
RED SOX
BREWERS

REDS
DODGERS
J\STRos PADRES
- BRAVES
GIANTS
~OYALS ·TWiNS
ANGELS ATHLETICS
WHITE SOX
MARINERS
RANGERS

STEVE APPEL
METS
CARDINALS
EXPOS
PIRATES ·
CUBS
PHILLIES

REDS
DODGERS
BRAVES
PADRES
ASTROS
GIANTS

YANKEES
TIGERS
BLUE JAYS
ORIOLES
RED SOK
BREWERS
INDlANS

ROYALS
ATHLETICS
WHITE SOX
ANGELS
MARINERS
TWINS
RANGERS

METS over REDS

METS over REDS

METS over REDS

in 5

in 5

in 7

JAYS over TWINS

YANKEES over ROYALS

in 5

JAYS over ROYALS
in 6

METS over JAYS
in 6

METS over JAYS
in 6

YANKEES over METS
in 6

in 7
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If I Had My Way
It is common to see the pages of a sports section overflowing with
criticisms of nearly every aspect of sports imaginable. These
critici m , whether justified or not, come from nearly every columnist, player, fan and executive in creation. There is absolutely nothing
wrong with criticizing the world of sports, but for once someone
should offer suggestions on improving problems rather than merely spewing them out one by one. If I had my way, I would:
· 1 - Give a professional sports championship to the city of
Cleveland. For decades people, for no reason at aH, malign
this beautiful midwestern city and its people. Success in pro
sports would hopefully gain Cleveland the recognition it
deserves (no, I'm not from Cleveland).
2 - Abolish the designated hitter. If baseball were meant to be
played with 10 players, Messrs. Doubleday and Cartwright
would have arranged it.
3 - Eliminate the 3-point field goal from basketball. This idiotic
offensive weapon detracts from strategy in much the same
way the designated hitter has ruined baseball.
4 - Remove all ex-jocks except for Tim McCarver and Frank Gifford from the broadcast booth. Al Michaels and Marv Albert
stay off the playing field, so their domain should be ~ept
sacred as well.
5 - Install lights in Wrigley Field. Believe it or not, the 20th century is here (whether or not Chicagoans are willing to accept it).
6 - Destroy all proponents of instant replay as a means of of- ·
ficiating. Sports should be the one element of life in which
human error is not punishable by death.
·
7 - Do away with domed stadiums, ~stroturf, and ijluminum
bats. Who wants to see· Ozzie Smith react to a ping that
echoes for hours and then claim he has "turf toe?"
8 - Prohibit ANYONE from proclaiming an 18 year old rookie
as "the next Willie Mays." Too many careers have been ended
before they have even begun thanks to the expectations of
overzealous sportswriters.
9 - Find a TV sportscaster that has a knowledge of sports which
extends past reading cue cards about them.
10 - Tear down ·an scoreboards telling when to clap, yell, or go
insane. After all, fans don't hold up cards which read "fast
ball" or "slider."
11 - Build a stadium in the Bronx that holds "Secret Service Day
- every fan under 157 gets a free bodyguard.'' Baseball is
great, but I wouldn't die for it.
12 - Hire a Yankee manager who finishes out the current homestand. The normal question to ask is "Who's pitching?" not
"Who's managing?"
13 - Kick superstars off the field before they play one season too
long: Just wait until Pete Rose hits .147 ands costs the Reds
the pennant by 1 game. (See Jeff McCorf1!ick's column)
14 - Abolish_boxing. The object of the "sport" went out with.
the Crusades.
15 - Legalize sports gambling. It works in Vegas and England,
so why not everywhere else? If people are foolish enough
to make others rich, the more power to them.
16 - Instruct h9ckey players to wear protective facemasks
BEFORE they get their teeth and eyes ripped out. Postgame
interviews would be much more .pleasing to the stomach.
17 - Have any physicist who denies the existence of a curve ball
try to hit one. Bert Blyleven hasn't been in the bigs for 15
years for nothing.
18 - Start a 24 hour TV sports network that shows things otber
than the Shelley Winters Annual All Star Celebrity Mud
Roller Derby Invitational. (I'm not even gonna touch that
one!)
19 - Find the person who figures out how well Darryl Strawberry
hits against lefthanders at night on astroturf when the moon
is full over Confucius' grave. He MUST be an interesting
chap.
20 - Put the USFL out of its misery. They were never really
serious, were they?
21 - Install more family sections at the country's ballparks.
Watching a game among civilized creatures must be nice.
22 - Snip the vocal chords of ex-jocks who hit .199 and sit in
the TV booth correcting Gary Carter's and Don Mattingly's style of hitting. Stevie Wonder doesn't teach people to
drive.
23 - Restructure the NBA and NHL playoffs. Learn from your
pals on the diamond and gridiron.
24 - Search for a hockey referee who has heard of a penalty shot,
much less how to call for one. Penalty kicks are, after all,
the only exciting part of soccer.
25 - Elect a commisioner who has the nerve to ban any drug offender after the first offense. Athletes don't deserve special
treatment.

26 - Ask the people who schedule April night games in Clevel
Detroit, Toronto, or Montreal to actually attend one.
e en ba eball warrant frostbite.
27 - Get Central Florida a TV station that will give the pro sco
before high school tiddlywinks and the Bithlo bass fi hiDf
tournament. J.9in reality, folks.
·
28 - Stop talk of allowing professionals to compete in the Olym
pies. Is nothing sacred anymore?
29 - Give women's sports the coverage it deserves. Most of the
time, they're better than the men.
30 - Start Monday Night Football at 8:00. Yes, ABC, some o
us do have to wake up early for work or school on Tuesda
31 - Tell old men in New York that the Giants moved to San F~
cisco and are not coming back.
32 - Tell old men in Brooklyn that the Dodgers moved to Los
Angeles and are not coming back,_(who wants either of them
anyway?)
33 - Find ~ new name for the Major Indoor Soccer League. Is
there a Minor Indoor Soccer League? If so, where is it
hiding?
34 - Prohibit businessmen from establishing another outdoor soccer league. Face it, guys, soccer will NEVER catch on in this
country.
.
35 - Put the Pittsburgh Pirates in AAA and move Hawaii into
the National League. Can anyone imagine being "promoted"
from Hawaii to, ahem, Pittsburgh?
36 - Bomb ballparks that advertise Michelob and sell Budweiser.
Stop playing with our minds, guys!
37 - Orchestrate a Super Bowl or World Series that is actually
more exciting than the playoffs. The last exciting World Series
occurred in 1975.
38 - Install locker room telephones in which the president can
actually be heard congratulating a championship team.
39 - Tell baseball players how ridiculous a cheekful of chaw really
looks.
40 - Never allow baseball players to spit, pick their noses, or
scratch themselves on television. Hey Reggie, there's little
kids watching!
41 - Lay dirt baselines at the Alfond Stadium. Yes, I realize every
other grass field in the world is wrong, but fixing just one
would be more economical.
42 - Prohibit 6-5 College football teams from getting bowl bids.
The Cherry Bowl sounds bad enough - we shouldn't have
to watch Panhandle State vs. The Idaho School for the Deaf
and Blind.
43 - Love to see a standing-room-only crowd .at a Rollins athletic
event. No, the annual Oktoberfest Chug-A-Thon doesn't
count.
44 -:: Pipe noise into the fieldhouse so that it is finally noisier than
the Olin Library. I gue_ss I could always study at a basketball game.
45 - Track down a horseplayer who has a system that actually
works. It's a sure thing!
46 - Find a pro golfer who is pleased with a round of 75. Some
of us are .delighted to shoot .100 (before the tenth hole).
47 - Ban the Boston Celtics from the playoffs. Just once? Pretty
please? With sugar on top?
48 - Create a pro athlete who actually will sign autographs. I
know, guys, its a tough life.
49 - Find a 90 year-old ex-ballplayer who hasn't roomed with
Babe Ruth. That room sure niust have been packed! .
50 - Ban aJI future "50 Ways to Improve Sports" Columns.
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~LIN LIBRARY SCHE.DULE

~DURING EXAM WEEK
*Tuesday
*\Jcd::1P3day
Thursda j
*Friday
*Saturday
S:.:7day
*l'-io .1day.
*Tuesday
~ednesday

*

*

MAY :i.3

Li\ST DAY Jf C..I.AS3ES

t·~4Y 1 '.
1. ii\'i i_
S
t 'iAi' -: 6

Read:.:..~1g Oa y

MAY 17

Readit1g Dav

t•1AY 18
MAY 19

Rt~ad:t.r.g Da:y
Finals ·
Fi'lals
Fin:1ls

1

MAY 20
MAY 21

Fil-iO.l:J

Finals

lOor.1

8dli1 -

8am
.S2<1n
8am
10an

-

20•11
2am

10pn,
10p.n

:tOam - 2am
8arn - 2am
8am - 2am
8an - Sµn

•
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Hang 'Em Up Guys!
By Jeff McCormick

Pete Rose, Reggie Jackson, Tony Perez, Don Sutton, Steve
Carlton, Cecil Cooper, Dave Kingman, Gorman Thomas:
These major league baseball players are probably all
future Hall-of-Famers or at least candidates. l have no
feelings, one way or another, whether you want to argue
who belongs in the Hall. These are all superstars, or should
I say they air were superstars. The following is a list of
major leaguers who have hung.on just a bit too long. Hang
'em up, guys, hang 'em up!.
Hang 'em up Pete Rose: Pete, you are still probably one
of the greatest players of all time, but your time has
passed. Your age has become a hinderance to your ball
club. Pete, you're a good manager, and that is where you
should stay. Pete, you have many good young players that
would lose a spot on a big league team if you come off
the disabled list. Please, stay on the disabled list
permanently.
Hang 'em up Reggie Jackson: Reggie, if it'weren't for
the Designated Hitter you would have been gone five years
ago. You never could field, but your bat kept you in the
majors. Reg, retire and take the Designated Hitter with
you.
Hang 'em up Tony Perez: Pete Rose and you belong on
the bench together, as coaches. Tony, how old are you now,
45? Please retire for the same reasons Pete should. The
Reds have too many young players who are kept in the
minors by old washed up players.
_
Hang 'em up Dave Kingman: Another Designated Hitter who never was a 'really good player, except for
homeruns. Dave, you and Reggie ought to open a retirement farm for old Designated Hitters.
Hang 'em up Andre Thornton: Ditto Dave Kingman.
Andre, your "thunder" has long since passed and it is
time to retire.
Hang 'em up Cliff Johnson: Please retire Cliff (all the
infielders of the world will rejoice if you do, so will fans
in the box seats). Your flying bats have become a nuisance.

Hang 'em up Gorman Thomas: Your shoulder should
have given you the first clue. Your next one should have
been your lifetime .200 batting average. A prime candidate
for the Designated Hitter farl'Il.
Hang 'em up Hal McRae: Two bad knees and the everpresent Designated Hitter-are two good reasons to see Hal
retire.
Hang 'em up Don Baylor: Another Designated Hitter
who never could field. Hang 'em up Don.

Hang 'em up Roy Smalley: Roy, your Uncle, Gene
Mauch, put you in the majors, maybe Gene could convince you to retire.
Hang 'em up Carlton Fisk: Pudge, you are over the hill.
One of the greatest catchers of all time has had to go to
the outfield, next he should leave the whole stadium.
Hang 'em up Steve Carlton: Lefty has been one of the
best pitchers in the history of the game: 300 + wins, 4000
strikeouts. Definitely Hall of Fame stats, but Steve your
arm will fall off if you continue to pitch. So please Steve,
retire so they don't just put your arm in the Hall.
Hang 'em up Chris Chambliss: Your homerun against
the Royals will never be forgotten, but you are sitting on
the Braves bench. Chris, it is time to make way for a young
player.
Hang 'em up Graig Nettles: What can you say? Nettles, your glove is still the best arqund, but your lifetime
.200 average and 41 years have taken their toll.
Hang 'em up Steve Garvey: You and Graig should set
up the old players farm in San Diego for old National
League players.
Hang 'em up Don Sutton: The only reason you ever
won 295 games was because you cut baseballs and only
have been caught once. You'll be extremely lucky if you
ever reach 300. Keep cuttin' Donnie.
Hang 'em up Steve Kemp: The Pirates can't get rid of
you and if they don't want you, you musn't be worth very
much.
'
Hang 'em up George Foster: .Stan Jefferson is waiting
and so are Mets fans.
Hang 'em up Dave Concepcion: You, Pete and Tony
have to go! (and take Buddy Bell with you) .'
I have nothing against people who are in their late 30's
or 40's, but some play~rs just have to reali ze its time to
let go. Some players who are older can still do the job:
Phil Niekro, Jirn Rice, Ron Guidry, just to name a few.
The above mentioned, however, just have to go. (I may
even have missed a few). Please guys, HANG 'EM UP!

-:!·::~•.::\··._: ..
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Rollins- Baseball Statisti~s
AB
Pellechia
Partin

120
173

Isner
Delaney
Eckert
Pijanowski
Simmons
Conley
Koehler
Mastrangelo
Bellini
Streetar
Baad
Donovan
Watkins
Hicks
Garrison

105
153
178
67
166
174
12
33
131
133
107
12 _
34
3
2

TEAM

1603

through
R
24
38
24
31
48
8
41
26
2

April 23
H
45
57
31
45
52
19
47
48
3

8

8

23
22
23
5
4
0
0

31
30
23
2
5
0
0

HR
8
1
3
1
9
1
8
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

327

446

37

w

Stake
B. Meyer
Rodriguez
M. Meyer
Phillips
Sonaglia
Hysell
Cardwell
Flynn
Wilk
Laird

IP
6.1
100
95.2
10
35
86
24.1
17
4.1
11.2
15.2

TEAM

403

RBI
37
28
22
30
31
13
35
32
2
10
20
11
9
4
2
0
1

GW
4
3
2
2
0
1
1
3
0
1
3
0
1
0
0
0
0

SB
2
2

9
6
16
2
0
3
0
0
3
3
1
0
0
0
0

AVG.
- .375
.329
.295
.294
.292
.284
.283.276
.250
.242
.237
.226
.215
.167
147
.000
.000

287

21

47

.278

so

BB
3
35
55

0
7
5
1
2
6
0
2
0
1
1

L
1
5
4
0
2
5
2
1
0
1
0

SV
3
0
0
0

0
2
2
0
0
1

ER
H
2
6
94 37
80 37
4
11
32 15
100 43
23 15
17 12
3
5
15
20
30 23

25

21

9

418 206 255 230

1

4
74
67
6
31
38
13
10
5
6
1

16
30
41
20
9
6
5
10

CG SHO
0
0
2
9
1
5
0
0
0
1
0 .
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

21-

3

ERA
3.00
3.33
3.51
3.60
3.86
4.50
5.63
6.35
6.75
12.27
13.80

4.60

t
Are You Sick of This Man?

Does This Man Bug You?

GO
TARS!
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Patrick Emmet
High and Still
Climbing

Lady Tars'
Coach Mack
to Retire
Dr. Gordie Howell, Dire ·tor of
Athletics, has announced .l;c.t Ginny
Mack, head coach of Rollins College's
women's varsity tennis team, will retire
effective in May of this year.
Her retirement will bring to a close a
long and illustrious coaching career in
Rollins' lone Division I sport. In her
twenty-two years at the helm, Coach
Mack has amassed a fine record of 305
wins and 125 losses. To her credit, her
"Gold" teams have finished as high as
third in the AIAW National Championships
in 1979, losing in the semifinals to the
eventual winner, University of Southern
California, and in the top eight teams at
the 1981 NCAA National Tournament. She
has coached a total of eight Division I
All-Americans including Wendy White, who
won the AIAW National Collegiate Singles
title in 1980. Under her tutelage, Rollins
College has produced more players on the
women's professional circuit than any
other college of comparable size in the
nation.
"Ginny has nurtured an essentially Division 11 program to Division 1 status worthy
of national respect and recognition. Her
successor will benefit from the winning
tradition and long-standing rivalries
fostered by Ginny,' commented Dr. Howell.
Among her many coaching honors, Ms.
Mack was voted one of the top 10 collegiate tennis coaches in the U.S. by Tennis
Week, and in 1980 and 1982 was voted
Coach of the Year by the Florida Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women. The Orlando Amateur Athletics

8-10 a.m.

by George Pryor

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information Department

Association also voted her 1980 Coach ot
the- Year. In March of 1984 she was in- ducted into the Rollins Hall of Fame.
A native of St. Louis, Missouri, Ms.
Mack has been on the faculty at Rollins
since 1962. In addition to her coaching
responsibilities, she also serves as a
physical education instructor and is
formerly Director of Women's Intramurals.
From 1970 to 1980 she was women's basketball coac]:l and soJtball coach. Prior to
1962, she taught physical education at
Edgewater High School in Orlando.

THURS. 5/15
10-10:50
10-11:50

MWF
11-1 p.m.

For two years he dominated the Pennsylvania interscholastics. In his last year in the Juniors, he ranked sixth
in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware triangle. He
placed fifth in the 1986 United States Tennis Association
Amateur rankings, sixth in pre season 1986 Division II
intercollegiate rankings. Patrick Emmet appears to have
a future in tennis.
This year the Rollins sophomore from the environs of
Leesburg, Virginia, succeeds national intercollegiate champion Brian Talgo at number one in the Rollins Tars lineup to pace them in inter-collegiate competition. Already,
he has distinguished himself. fo November of 1985, Emmett rolled through the Rolex Southern Regional Tournament without the loss of a set, then placed fifth in the
Rolex national tournament in December. In team matches
he over overturned the New Mexico Champion, Mark Keil
and Brian Talgo's nemesis Khalid Outaleb, the champion
of Morocco.
-The lanky, 6 ft. 2 inch sou.t hpaw seems to possess the
attributes for big time tennis. Patrick's forte is a hard and
deceptive left-handed serve. As he hits his first delivery
with moderate topspin, a high percentage of his first serves
go in. His high bounding second serve is so effective he
sometimes goes with rt on first serve. On occasion, like
most lefties, he pulls his opponent out of court with a
wide slice to the backhand. At the net, Emmet volleys ac. curately, moves quickly and can make spectacular shoestring saves. However, some aspects of his ground game need
improverp.ent. Although Patrick attacks well, he is
sometimes inconsistent. But he possesses one quality common to most big time contenders, the ability to take the
ball early.
Only 19, Patrick Emmet has two and a half more
seasons to r~ach the pinnac~e of interrnllegiate
competition.

FRI. 5/16
9-9:50

MON. -5/19
8-8:50

MWF

MWF

1-2:15

12-12:50

TTh

MWF ·

7-9 p.m.

4-5:15
4-5:30
4-6:30

WED. 5/21 ·.

fTh
11-12:15
11-1 :45

11-11:50

MWF

TTh .
2-4 p.m.

TUES. 5/20
· 8-9:15
8-10:50

9:30-10:15
9:30-11:45

TTh

TTh

1-1:50
1-2:50
1-3:30

2-3:15
2:30-3:45
2:30-4

MWF

2-2:50
2-3:15
2:30-4

TTh

MWF

6:45-9:15

6:45-9:15
M

6:45-9:30
7-9:40

4-5:15
4-6:30
3-4:55

TTh

T

MW
•
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Tar Sports
Update

IT'S ABOUT
TIME!

Compiled by Gregg Kaye
Strong performances by Bettina Walker and Jannicke
Nielsen led the Lady Tars to a second place finish at the
College of William and Mary Golf Invitational held at
Ford's Colony in Williamsburg, Virginia the weekend of
April 20. The Tars shot 988 as a team to finish 22 stroke
behind Longwood College to claim the silver medal.
Walker posted a three round total of 241 to finish sixth
in the individual standings,•12 strokes behind the eventual champion Kim Davis of UNC-Wilmington. Niel en'
245 _was good enough to claim ninth place. Sarah
Abplanalp, Wendy Beerbower, and Julie Beckman had
strong showings for Rollins, finishing with three round
scores of 252, 255, and 257 respectively.

You've worn the shirt
Now· JOIN ·T HE CLUB

TH F. ROLLINS
COUNTnY CLUB
.

Mav 1985

.

•

The 1986 Waterski team captured the NCAA Southern
Regional Championship last month in Pen.s acola. Holly
Witherell came away from the meet as the national
Women's jumping champion and teammate Andrea
Hubbs won the Women's slalom title .

•

The Blue and Gold Lady Netters fell on hard times in
Coach Ginny Mack's final season at the helm. De pite
an 8-15 record, the Lady Tars gained an enormou amount
of experience and confidence throughout the year.
The squad was once again led by Mary Dinneen, whose
overall 18-9 record and 6-1, 6-2 victory over Florida'
Tammy Whittington, ranked #31 nationally. Dinneen's
outstanding play will almost certainly earn her a berth
in the NCAA · Division I Tournament later this month.

•

The Rollins Baseball team continued their quest for the
Sunshine State Conference Championship with a 17-2
thrashing of FIT. The Tars 18-hit attack was paced by two
home ru_ns by first baseman Bob Simmons and three hit
performances by John Pellechia and Matt Delaney. Mark
Eckert, Adam Mastrangelo, and Rob Isner also homered
for the Tars. Mark Sonaglia picked up his sixth victory
of the season against five losses. The Tars' record stands
at 25-21 (9-6 SSC).

•

COMING

NEXT
FALL

Norm Copeland's M~n's Tennis team has been a pleasant surprise at Rollins this spring. In what was originally forecast as a maturing year, the netters have compiled
a 15-6 record and were recently ranked first in the NCAA
Division ll Southern Region.
Sophomore Pat Emmet, ranked #1 in the south,
proved to be the squad's backbone and was backed up
by a fine supporting cast of Pete Allport, Pat Johnson
and Kevin Copeland, • ranked 7th, 8th, and 15th,
respectively.
The Tars won their eighth consecutive Sunshine State
Conference Championship this past March, capturing
eight out of nine singles and doubles titles in the
tournament.

••

Located near Jack Lane·s ·house on
exclusive Lake Vi_rginia

This spring proved to be a very difficult time for the
Women's Softball team, but saw several fine individual
perfo_r?1ances. Sophomore Anne Bolling made a smooth
trans1t1?n from cat~her to pitcher, as indicated by her
team-high .376 battmg average. Catcher Muffin Walker
was right behi_nd Bolling, hitting at a .315 clip.

f ol10\'<1in3 sill the confusion c~used
b" last vear·-- switch lo a Latm

diplom;. Qollins _has decided lo
rc-\'ert lo an Ensltsh translallon
. and convcirl lo a format its students can ;relate lo: bumpersticke[

Yes. ifs the all new Rollins· Diploma/
Bumpersticker: liberal-arts blue letterin8 on
a let-there-be-li8ht 8old field. It's fun; it's
easy. it ·s fashionable: ifs Rollins! (only
$49.999.95. payable by Validin~)

